
 



COSMIC NATURALISTIC  

‘Reportage and commentary with a Poetic license, insight on current global events affecting mankind’ 

* 

Y/our Conscious Fulfillment during an Existential chaotic paradigm shift ~ Dancing Free as a Sufi 

They are only goblins and demons’ perceptions and actions in the lower realms of ignorance and cravings 

Basically delusions, massive, global distracting of us from OUR true self * SPIRIT * Please stop believing  

brainwashing of fearfulness, propaganda which has been proven to be real and has disastrous consequences! 

We are being presented by these powers, elites that be, a duality of metaphysical psychical, esoteric challenges  

to our humanity here now. These materialistic negative entities only want to manifest their lowest frequencies ~ 

to control us and so gain more powers which is their greedy, narcissistic, psychopathic, schizophrenic, paranoiac  

mind. They act only from ego, power, possession, exploitation they have no peace, Love, empathy or any positive  

genuine human or natural feelings ~ that’s why they can only do what they do and now using more sophisticated  

cyber-digital AI machines. These Emperors and kings, oligarchs have dominated through eternity and still try to do! 

These energetic forces know only how to destroy, dominate, subjugate, defeat life on Earth as so well witnessed today.  

They use these dark forces against the innocent and powerless to supplement and expand their own self sense of Selfness 

but THEY ARE NOT SPIRITUAL * And have no higher feelings, of Dhamma or Light of the Divine essence, LOVE 

They would rather give power, support, development to their I-machines rather than the LIFE in each human being ~ 

and other living entities who share this potential vibe! WHY? They can Not win because their vibration is so low and  

we must NEVER allow them to control Nature’s Cosmic evolution. Their High tech-quantum computers and VR-AI. 

Robots, Clones, Androids built with their unique character coding are needed by them to maintain their hyper-reality,  

Matrix to try taking over our minds and to diminish, captivate our Spirit on which they feed and empower themselves 

continuing only in their hate, suffering, violence, and darkness, they have NO HEART. We must realise that we are 

the SPIRIT*THE LIGHT which although they constantly try suppressing, oppressing through their manipulations  

and controls: Political, wealth, health, military, religious, economic, legal, educational, cultural, diabolical criminal,  

media, authority, corruption, deceptions, lies, deceit, they Cannot if YOU DO NOT LET THEM TAKE OVER ~  



‘While speaking learned words, you are mourning for what is not worthy of grief.  

Those who are wise lament neither for the living nor for the dead. Never was there a time  

when I did not exist, nor you, nor all these kings, nor in the future shall any of us cease to be’.  

This body (computer-machine) is born and is destined to be vanquished today or tomorrow ~’ 

The body is not as important as the essential human-Conscious Spirit. (Bhagavad Gita 2.11). 

~ 

‘In nature’s economy the currency is not money it is life’ Vandana Shiva 
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Books by the Same Author: 

Driving My Scooter through the Asteroid Field 

Coming Down Over Venus ~ “Hallo Baba” 

'Light love * Angels from Heaven. New Generation, Inspiration,  

Revolution, Revelation. All the Colours of Cosmic Rainbows' 

'Green Eve * Don't lose the Light Vortex * 

My brain's gone on holiday ~ free flowing feelings' 

‘Surfing or Suffering ~ together * Sense Consciousness 

* fields of a body with streams and stars of hearts’ 

“When You're happy you got wings on your back ~ 

Reposez vos oreilles à Goa. We're only one kiss away” 

‘Psychic Psychedelic’ ‘Streaming Lemon Topaz Sunbeams’ 

'Invasion of Beauty *FLASH* The Love Mudras' 

‘Patchouli Showers ~ Tantric Temples’ 

‘It's Just a Story ~ We Are All the Sun, Sweet Surrender’ 

Anthology #1 ~ 'Enjoy the Revolution' 

Anthology # 2 ~ 'Love & Freedom ~ Welcome' 

‘He Lives in a Parallel Universe’ 

‘Queen of Space ~ King of Flower Power ~ dripping Rainbows’ 

‘All Love Frequency ~ In Zero Space’ 

*Peace Goddess*Spirit of the Field*The Intimacy Sutras* 

'Heavenly Bodies ~ Celestial Alignments 

Feeling ~ Energy that Is LOVE in Itself' 

‘I’ve been to Venus & back*These Are Real Feelings* 

Let the Universe Guide Your Heart * through Space’ 

*The Kiss in Slaughterhouse 6* 



Anthology 3, Cosmic Politic Militaristic Economic Demonic Oligarchic 

Anthology 4, Cosmic Naturalistic Harmonic Bhaktic  

Anthology 5, Cosmic Idyllic Paradisic Euphoric 

Anthology 6, *Cosmic * Inside* Is Love Conscious * Crystal 

Anthology 7, Young Women Spin on their Doorsteps at Dusk 

Anthology 8, Each Fragment of Life Is Sacred, These Are Your Children 

‘Perfect Love * No Mind * Star Light ~ Come Alive’ 

‘Pure Light Cosmic Sweet Heart. We’ve All Got Stars Inside’ 

‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ 

Here * Now ~ Gems of Eternity’  

Love Conscious * Free Spirit.  

* 

The Cosmic Artcard Collection 

Love Republica. Cosmic Shanti. What is a Revolution? 

Kama sutra tantra amusing the daughters of Venus  

in a garden of delights. Cosmic Oceanic. Cosmic Shamanic. 

Cosmic Organic Orgasmic. Cosmic Faeric Mystic Magique Pacifique. 

Cosmic Energetic Atomic Dynamic Poetique. 

Cosmic Empathic Magnetic Ecstatic Sputnik. 

Cosmic Intrinsic Noetic Esoteric Alchemic Psychonautic. 

COSMIC * PSYCHE * DELIC.  COSMIC TANTRIC HEART 

Cosmogenic Narcissistic Toxic Karmic Synchronistic Dharmic 

Love Conscious ~ Free Spirit. Collection of Paintings 



All this Voodoo 

We need mandatory vaccines for their God complex syndrome! 

These Fanatical technocrats with inflated senses of superiority! 

The unshakeable belief in their own self-importance, survival, 

dogmatic opinions, unquestionably correct, DNA. egomania, 

these oligarchs, with no regard for me, or you, or any society. 

No respect for Planet Earth and all those who are living here. 

They’re Holy, God’s chosen people and we’re all expendable! 

Murdering us, genocide, eugenicists, psychopathic agendas! 

Yes, only they have the right to live, we are lesser mortals ~ 

For all LIFE it’s time to destroy this narcissistic mentality. 

They’re the dynasty of our ‘divine’ commanding Emperor? 

Living at the top of the pyramid with their stolen wealth… 

Exploitation by the merciless destruction of mother nature. 

Keeping us enslaved controlling our mind with algorithms. 

These NWO Corporate demons poisoning all of the World. 

Now they’re coming to inject us with the mark of the beast! 

Für ihre sicherheit propaganda, brainwashing, CEASE! 
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‘Slavery is any system in which principles of property law are applied to people, 

allowing individuals to own, buy and sell other individuals, as a de jure form  

of property.[1] An enslaved person is unable to withdraw unilaterally from such  

an arrangement and works without remuneration. Many scholars now use the 

term chattel slavery to refer to this specific sense of legalized, de jure slavery.  

In a broader sense, however, the word slavery may also refer to any situation in  

which an individual is de facto forced to work against their own will. Scholars  

also use the more generic terms such as unfree labour or forced labour to refer to  

such situations.[2] However, and especially under slavery in broader senses of the  

word, slaves may have some rights and protections according to laws or customs. 

Slavery has existed in many cultures, dating back to early human civilizations. 
[3] It was legal in most societies at some time in the past but is now outlawed in  

all recognized countries.[4][5] The last country to officially abolish slavery was  

Mauritania in 1981. Nevertheless, as of 2016 there were an estimated 40.3 

million people worldwide subject to some form of slavery.[6] A person can be  

enslaved from the time of their birth, capture, or purchase. The most common  

form of modern slave trade is commonly referred to as human trafficking. 

In some areas of the world, slavery continues through practices such as 

 debt bondage, the most widespread form of slavery today; 
[2] serfdom; domestic servants kept in captivity; certain adoptions in which  

children are forced to work as slaves; child soldiers; and forced marriage.[7] 
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Indenture, otherwise known as bonded labour or debt bondage, is a form  

of unfree labour under which a person pledges himself or herself against a  

loan.[15] The services required to repay the debt, and their duration, may be  

undefined.[15] Debt bondage can be passed on from generation to generation,  

with children required to pay off their progenitors' debt.[15] It is the most wide- 

spread form of slavery today.[2] Debt bondage is most prevalent in South Asia.[16] 

Chattel slavery, also called traditional slavery, is so named because people are  

treated as the chattel (personal property) of the owner and are bought and sold 

as commodities. Typically, under the chattel slave system, children  

inherited slave status via the mother (partus sequitur ventrem).[17]  

Although it dominated many different societies throughout human history,  

this form of slavery has been formally abolished and is very rare today.  

Even when it can be said to survive, it’s not upheld by the legal system of any  

internationally recognized government.[18]Forced labour, or unfree labour, is 

sometimes used to describe an individual who is forced to work against their  

own will, under threat of violence or other punishment, but the generic term  

unfree labour is also used to describe chattel slavery, as well as any other  

situation in which a person is obliged to work against their own will, and a  

person's ability to work productively is under the complete control of another  

person.[2]This may also include institutions not commonly classified as slavery,  

such as serfdom, conscription and penal labour. While some unfree labourers,  
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such as serfs, have substantive, de jure legal or traditional rights, they also  

have no ability to terminate the arrangements under which they work and  

are frequently subject to forms of coercion, violence, and restrictions on their  

activities and movement outside their place of work. Human trafficking  

primarily involves women and children forced into prostitution and is the 

fastest growing form of forced labour, with Thailand, Cambodia, India,  

Brazil and Mexico having been identified as leading hotspots of 

 commercial sexual exploitation of children.[2][23][24] Examples of sexual slavery,  

often in military contexts, include detention in rape camps or comfort stations,  

‘comfort women, forced ‘marriages’ to soldiers and other practices involving the  

treatment of women or men as chattel and, as such, violations of the peremptory  

norm prohibiting slavery.[25][26][27][28] 

~ 

‘Brazil was the last country in the Western world to abolish slavery.  

Forty percent of the total number of slaves brought to the Americas were  

sent to Brazil. For reference, the United States received 10 percent.  

Despite being abolished there are still people working in slavery-like  

conditions in Brazil in the 21st century’.   Wikipedia 
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from 'Lost in Love' 

Ultimately, we have to be free in ourselves, knowing it's not based on any  

romantic counselling otherwise it can also be that we are pandering to this  

other person's 'needs to be free' whatever that is, because we want to be with  

this person and when this other person feels 'free' what does that mean in a  

relationship today, tonight, or if they decide to be 'free' without you and freely  

walk out the door and maybe freely come back. You just need to be the best you  

can be, be yourself and if the magic is there * Boom, if it's not enough 'freedom' 

in the mix then try the next psychological turn, spiritual teaching. As Osho said ~ 

'It's not about being in love with someone it's about being love' ~ Are you happy? 

'Feeling Free ~ to be/do what?' In reality 'love with no limitations' can destroy you!  

A great idea, romantic, 'spiritual', it's Magic if you meet someone as free, (Conscious)  

as you are, (at this time) but (what if you meet someone covertly way out in the BPD  

spectrum). Once you've been past those limits then you'll be happy to be with someone  

who is happy to chill and enjoy a simple cuppa tea, and they'll make it the way you like it.  

I've felt that love from my family because they’ve accepted me as I am and love me for it. 

* 

DARPA 

The Pentagon's discussion panel from 2018 about administered biotechnology. 

‘This weaponized artificial virus #optogenetics travels through the bloodstream and 

attaches itself to neuron cells in the brain allowing it to then be activated wirelessly 

by electromagnetic field changes. Once activated the virus creates artificial synapse 

within the brain for the purpose of thought control’. 
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‘Rather than a depressive disorder, demoralization is a type of existential  

disorder associated with the breakdown of a person’s ‘cognitive map’. It’s an 

overarching psycho-spiritual crisis in which victims feel generally disoriented 

and unable to locate meaning, purpose or sources of need fulfilment.  

The world loses credibility, and former beliefs and convictions dissolve into 

doubt, uncertainty and loss of direction. Frustration, anger and bitterness are  

usual accompaniments, as well as an underlying sense of being part of a lost  

cause or losing battle. The label ‘existential depression’ is not appropriate since,  

unlike most forms of depression, demoralization is a realistic response to the 

circumstances impinging on the person’s life. In his ground-breaking book  

The Moral Order, anthropologist Raoul Naroll used the term ‘moral net’ to  

indicate the cultural infrastructure that is required for the mental wellbeing of  

its members. He used numerous examples to show that entire societies can  

become predisposed to an array of mental ills if their ‘moral net’ deteriorates  

beyond a certain point. Human culture has mutated into a sociopathic  

marketing machine dominated by economic priorities and psychological  

manipulation. Never before has a cultural system inculcated its followers to  

suppress so much of their humanity. Leading this hostile takeover of the  

collective psyche are increasingly sophisticated propaganda and misinformation  

industries that traffic the illusion of consumer happiness by wildly amplifying  

our expectations of the material world. Today’s consumers are by far the most  

propagandized people in history. The relentless and repetitive effect is highly  

hypnotic, diminishing critical faculties, reducing one’s sense of self and  

transforming commercial unreality into a surrogate for meaning and purpose. 

In their present forms, the psychology and psychiatry professions are of little use  
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in treating disorders that are rooted in culture and normality. While  

individual therapy will not begin to heal a demoralized society, to be effective  

such approaches must be insight-oriented and focused on the cultural sources  

of the person’s assumptions, identity, values and centres of meaning. Cultural 

deprogramming is essential, along with ‘culture proofing’, disobedience training 

and character development strategies, all aimed at constructing a worldview that 

better connects the person to self, others, and the natural world. 

The real task is somehow to treat a sick culture rather than its sick individuals’. 

John F Schumaker. ‘The Demoralized Mind’ New Internationalist. April 2016. 

* 

Denounced at Auction 

“We’re being kettled!” A junkie for his algorithmic phone! 

Millions yoked together, who is looking after our interests? 

Don’t let them shoot an infra-red-hot gun at your 3rd eye ~ 

Captured, subjugated to a Corona face mask and iron collar. 

Social pressure, you don’t think like everyone else, acquiesce! 

Liberationism, illegal for three people together listening  

to repetitive beats in a Criminal Justice, PredPolice state. 

Slavers whipping the children in shackles, balls & chains! 

Slave Traders’ coffles walking ‘em all the way from Africa. 

Don’t know if we’re coming or going on their plantations! 

Preventing escape, the tortured cries of, ‘cut her throat!’ 

Make the most of your life, freedom. 
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Harvesting our Mukti 

Do you see what they’re doing to the Africans next week? 

‘That’s why BLM. because they’ll use them as guinea pigs.’ 

Vaccines gratis when they can’t read or write, a thumbprint! 

What a Judas, turfed him in for the Friday crucifixion. Fake- 

News: They don’t want dead bodies littering on the sabbath ~ 

An ongoing war of thoughts, words, mind; ‘string ’em all up!’ 

Send them to Camp X, let’s have a GLOBAL REVOLUTION. 

You go back to your job and there’s a robot there! What to do? 

Your Avatar was seen naked, running down a deserted beach.’ 

You’re found guilty of a thought crime, Predpol’s-‘virtual reality’. 

I got 16GB of RAM A, i-memory processor, a Christmas gift… 

On sale, go and get an upgrade for your gran and granddad.  

* 

Psycho-Chemical-Warfare 

Altering human behaviour, who the fuck weaponized LSD?  

“The most powerful drug in the world for opening the mind” 

You’ll see ‘Reality’ in a different way, you might meet Shiva. 

Unfolding our consciousness through our senses, Welcome to ~ 

Cosmic, way beyond psychoanalysis, in the dreams of intuition. 

Which dimension of truth, projection, vision, awareness, illusion, 

desire, emotion, quantum synchronicity is my ego indulging in? 

“I need a revelation, Hofmann 25, dissolving it to set me free ~ 

Becoming One with the Universe, environment, Earth, Yourself. 

Letting go of macro-control, taking an extra-sensory perception trip. 

Holding space for your higher light Power, entering sacred realms ~* 
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Devotional rite of passage at the Psychedelic Mecca 

The mystic Psilocybin mushroom, let’s have a Party! 

Came to the village of Maria Sabina for a vision quest. 

Using your heart, think for yourself, go out of your mind. 

Entering into new worlds of deep and deeper enchantment. 

Seeing through constructions, no sense of self anymore, free ~  

Open up, touch Nature and feel at home with essential Oneness 

* 

Tragedy 

‘Those who make you believe absurdities, 

make you commit atrocities’ said Voltaire. 

Head full of rocks, the worst decision ever made! 

‘Sorry, We’re Closed Due to Covid-19 Restrictions’ 

Toxic relationship, she’s his gopher, ‘I Love to Love’ 

Power over people’s bodies, minds, extreme emotions. 

Another imaginary virus, Naïve, trusting, it’s not a gulag yet ~ 

Been created in your head, part of their AI-5G brain-washed Logic. 

Smoother, Air bridges, this is what today’s traveller needs to know… 

They have to invent something new, no quarantine Bubbles, Corridors. 

They’re making it up as they go along, their Monster is on the rampage, 

out of control, chaos, unpredictable, changing your human parameters ~ 

instantly, globally trying another part of the live-field disaster-simulation. 

Gaslighting the World. It’s all to do whether you have a good, open heart  

or not; bathing in the magnificence of a cabal of megalomaniacal narcissists! 

A flower just blooms for its own sake not waiting for an audience to admire ~ 
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Mind Sorcery 

A hallucination is a hallucination 

There’s a lot of truth in you. 

God gave us Paradise 

and we fucked it up! 

“You lost the plot!” 

“What plot?” 

* 

Ma Ganga 

‘This language may be offensive to your readers’ Self-censorship! 

“Oh yes, let’s kill the man walking through the field with a cow!” 

Polluting India with pissing and shitting, putting in heavy metals ~  

‘As you were browsing some anomaly made us think you were a robot 

as you were moving at super-human speed!’ YANQUIS GO HOME! 

Corruption’s virus * Love’s antidote ~ Hug to heal. 

“Never say no to something good” 

They’re shutting us up! 

* 

Mystical Mountain 

Kriya Yogis not Yoga teachers or researchers; naked, alone. 

Taking a bathe in a glacier, walking, chanting ‘Jai Shri Ram’ 

Brotherhood of the morning star, bringer of light, Shukra acharya. 

Guru of asuras born as humans, residing on Venus, supernaturally. 

They want everything, that quality, not getting stuck, being detached ~ 

Not letting the senses, emotions rule your life; don’t get trapped, believing 

it’s Yours, chasing the effects that don’t exist, a mirage, the Grand illusion. 

“What are you renouncing if you have never experienced it?” 

Krishna Leela, take it easy, playing with Maya 

Tantra’s celebration respecting divine creation
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In the End is Nothingness 

Nothingness is Everything ~ You have to live it. 

‘Coronavirus, all that charas and the borders are sealed!’ 

‘The revolutionapp won’t be televised but it will be retweeted’ 

“They were killing the Planet, but now the animals are happy!” 

Monkeys sitting on the road, thrown off their ankle-tag shackles. 

‘One of the most difficult things in life is not to forget who you are’ 

All the phones in all the world turned on are tracking you in real time. 

Building the architecture of oppression. 

Predatory banks, their dollar is dying! 

‘Fear is the weapon of the coward’ 

The Universe threw it out there ~ 

They set you free. 

* 

Gaia’s Tangent Grid 

Digital Identification certificates, human implantable toxic capsules 

which will show who has had a vax and who has got shit against them! 

Developing a legal Identity for all, to build a surveilled global community. 

Receiving data; no data you can’t leave the house, work, travel, have a life! 

Done with an immunisation shot, phone tracking, gave me a Quantum dot! 

Computerised records, biometrics of your whole existence, authorised widget # 

for every being under the guise of an Emergency, for your own self-protection! 

Inducing vaccines; what’s the UN’s sustainable goals admit, ID 2030 emitting. 

Artificial Intelligence installed under threats to our own program-preservation. 

Those nano crystals stay five years under your skin! 

Needed Mother Earth’s reset to rebalance the scales! 
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Gamma * Karmic * Cosmic 

Red blood cells without the capacity to absorb oxygen. 

Limiting your breathing with the 5G radio frequency ~ 

Inhale some carbon monoxide instead, wear a mask too! 

Cytokine storm is on the horizon, viruses from the sky ~ 

Take it off, spend an afternoon in the sun, at the beach! 

We have to support the lightworkers, dispelling all the Fear… 

Why leave me in pain, when will our spirits be together again? 

Who said that, ‘smoking stops the stress of pregnancy, darling’? 

Social isolation, police state power, 5G. RF-bio-weapon to control 

our mind, 66GHz, fixed access frequency into your brain, body cells. 

Lockdowns new norm, here for a long time, going out is our reward. 

Monitoring biological responses, survival of the fittest, spike coming! 

Which countries aren’t signed up to the UN 2030 Fascist Manifesto? 

Who doesn’t acknowledge it? Triggering words, Pandemic potential! 

Funding vaccine antennae, agenda operating on psychopath principle. 

Their Consciousness equation, non-human, no feeling, no empathy! 

They’re auditing the World; he’s putting down lateral thoughts ~ 

Landscape of a Brave New World, being conceived in a test tube!  

“I will not bow down to it even if I have to die!” 

They did a fire drill but didn’t light the fire yet. 

By the people for the people ~ what a mirage! 
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‘First do no harm’ 

Hugs, ‘it doesn’t take much to make some people happy ~ 

China’s got the whole world economy in their hands for now! 

Unconsciousness, high intel. but low vibrations, no atonement ~ 

A pandemic’s been created in our heads, who has the pro-fascist vaccine?  

Perpetration of a diabolical plot, sewing yellow stars onto Corona masks… 

Just a global drill, same perps a different crime, everything they say is fake! 

The Antidote is spreading Love ~ Psychedelic family, the party must go on. 

* 

How to Heal the Victims of the Ignorant Monster? 

‘US is 5% of World’s population with 25% of world’s prisoners’ 

1 out of 4 locked-up, shackled, behind bars in the land of the free! 

2.3 million people the highest rate of incarcerations on the Planet. 

The 13th amendment made it unconstitutional to be held as a slave. 

More black people in jail now than there were black slaves in 1850. 

4 million people who made the economy in the southern states work. 

The slaves were FREE ~ the loophole was unless you were a criminal. 

So, arrested for loitering, vagrancy; let’s have a national Prison Boom! 

Image of the menacing, rapacious male Negro that had to be banished.  

Cannibalistic, animalistic identity; PUT THEM on the CHAIN GANGS! 

Waves of terrorism; burning them on the cross, lynching kids from trees ~ 

You can’t go through the front door, what about their human rights brother? 

Civil rights activists are not criminals fighting segregation, APARTHEID! 

(From ‘13th’ Netflix) 
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Stressing over nothing 

You need teeth to Kiss ~ biomagnetic! 

‘Necessity is the mother of invention’ 

It’s a nice experience if you relax ~ 

Bad trip when you take too much! 

Had this wonderful time with her. 

“It must be better if it’s organic” 

Let the spider live its life man! 

* 

“All right, dig it” 

Big chip on ~ “Anyone can be made to live behind a veil, face mask, 

what’s important is how you comply, live behind that mask, muzzled” 

I’ve seen what’s wrong with the world, too many Satanist covens. 

Capitalism you think only about yourself, your own ego-character. 

Narcissism, society’s sickness, traits of entitled, papals, cabals. 

‘Socialism’ you think about other people, our planet, life ~ 

“It’s about perception and interpretation, how you see it” 

“I’m all right jack, fuck everyone else!” He didn’t flinch. 

Got my own flamethrower! “I was blown away!” 

‘You don’t kill him, he’ll kill you’ ~ leave it alone. 

“I love that stuff, destroying lots of people!” OR 

Have you gotta admire that man’s obsession? 

You are responsible too; it’ll all be over soon. 

Were you ever kind? 
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Mr. Opioid, Mrs. Vax, not Ayahuasca medicine! 

The Chief Justice of the Peace is from Babylonia! 

“Freedom’s something you can only give yourself” 

Auto updated, everyone talks about their problem 

expecting a bit of sympathy ~ Ring Predpol mate! 

Chemically loving memories, liquid revolution is what 

happens now neuronal pathways, hardwired synapse, 

snakes, perceptions from your other inner dimensions. 

Sweeter the meat nearer the bone, ravishing raw jams. 

I’m walking around with an embedded chip in my head. 

“Loves a good narcissist; I promise I won’t lie anymore!” 

Controlling your dreams; something as painful as poverty. 

Outsmarted our immune systems, fears of the unknown ~ 

Government’s emergency powers to stop the virus spreading, 

suspending rights to help cope with global plandemics mate! 

Didn’t want to kill anyone in the war, took a cyanide pill! 

Killer Weed * Captain Trips * Crystal Liquid, Ride It 

* 

Kindness Reflection 

Use your neocortex to self-reflect, be Consciousness, abstract imagination ~ 

Primal animal instinct’s survival in human-mind-DNA ~ no loving empathy! 

I don’t like Zombies, Power corrupts even cats, filling the condo with diamonds. 

You’re not the owner of that rat! 

Bonding with a baby. 
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Sex Slave 

Mouthwatering, I hope he likes me! 

I love the way it fills up my wet pussy ~ 

That feels so good in the back of my throat! 

Hard, turns me on, it tastes so nice and juicy. 

It’s so much bigger than I thought, I want it all! 

Dirty bitch suck those fuckin’ balls, smack that ass! 

* 

And what about my dream! 

“Get up in the morning, cup of coffee, line of coke and breakfast!” 

What’s the worst amor, a narcissist, lover on cocaine, or both together? 

Slavery is No Freedom, someone else’s ordering you to obey, live or die! 

Real Fear Agenda, curtailed my Freedom, another Hegelian dialectic ~ 

Problem, reaction, solution, thesis, antithesis, synthesis, abstract, negative, 

Concrete. Kant wrote a critique of pure reason. A synthetic model of reality. 

Have to rise above it, “I’m on the side of equality not oppression” for sure! 

Call it stupid if you want but I believe in the light of Humanity ~ 

Obsessed with meditation, she threw away his bottle of acid! 

“I met a couple of kings and queens when I was a waiter. 

Realising people are all so different and accepting it ~ 

Everybody decides that their action was the right one! 

“You’re either with us or against us, take your pick” 

I never had any hatchet to stab you in the back! 

What’s the latest from Agent Orange General? 

We Are, let’s have some Consciousness ~ 

Quality of I AM PEACE Over WARS. 
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Chemoattractants 

‘Attracting or repelling sperm of choice, changing their swimming direction ~ 

‘Our lives our right’, erased all my beautiful memories, born during the war! 

SLAVERY-ADDICTION-TRAFFICING-ILLEGAL-WAR-MURDER! 

‘Marvels of a bumblebee’s acoustic levitation, beating their wings, resonating  

energy at 7.83Hz the same as Earth’s magnetic field, it becomes free ‘to fly ~ 

Know your-self, emotions, vitality, health it shows up in your quality of life. 

Mastering your time, value for those I love, living in happiness and abundance. 

What matters to me, successful, growing and giving from the centre of creation. 

Are you enjoying yourself and those you care for, are they in a loving vibration ~ 

* 

Is there any justice in the world? 

‘Breaking the spell of this brainwashing nonsense, our Government is lying!’ 

Where are the biohazard bins for our masks of submission and gloves of fear? 

‘Open minded people don’t care to be right they care to be understood ~  

there’s never a right or wrong answer, everything is about understanding’. 

No Kissing! Your leaders are insane but you’re doing as your told. Why?  

‘I’m a miner’s daughter and stood through many winters on picket lines... 

‘Get up, stand up for your rights’, Parliament’s traitors, why do they do it? 

We abolished slavery but the NWO is tracking, mapping you all the time.  

The Vatican City is a country while Palestine is not a country to the UN! 

Compassion and love let’s start from there then we know where we stand. 

I love walking in the Lavender fields of Provence ~ You are my sunshine 
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‘No God but Allah’ 

“We don’t wanna be around that white parasite!” 

Freedom Dollars; corruption in a racist’s heart. 

“I pray five times a day to God for forgiveness” 

“Everybody in Harlem is a Moslem sister” 

Catching falling daggers in your mouth! 

‘By any dreams necessary’  

* 

   I Am * Not * A Robot 

See, machines are now running everything * Alien Intelligence * 

Quantum supercomputers ordering from coffee to drone attacks! 

How many mothers sewed yellow badges on their child’s jackets? 

Align yourself spiritually and whatever they do won’t break you ~My Truth 

* 

A tight little dress 

“I should have listened to her” 

He met his match with her ~ 

she could never be conquered. 

“Your wife is quite the dish!” 

‘The science of Exploitation’ 

after coming through hells. 

Home’s where the heart is. 

A big problem is avarice! 

Another patina of truth. 

Justice is clear, vital ~ 

Primal * Instinct 
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Conjured-Up a Merry Christmas! 

Demons inverted the whole Planet’s value system. 

World’s w/h\ealth captured by globalised cabalists. 

Remember USA’s saturation bombing of Hanoi? 

‘Rebels have different definitions of resistance’ 

“Can’t even get a job in the infantry!” 

Standing with the oppressed ~ 

Criminality has no off-limits! 

* 

Sinister Suicide Shower 

You’re in forbidden territory, a bio-electronic dream baby. 

She has your eyes ~ projections of crystalline holography. 

“I’m not bonkers I’ve always been a smart certified cookie!” 

Oh, never mind him he’s mad, off with his indigenous head! 

Who invented Patient Zero? Tire chips aren’t natural energy. 

‘Coca Cola the largest producer of plastic pollution in the world’ 

Cooperation Not Corporation’s investment in Green profiteering! 

#1 fossil fuels polluter in the state! Who’s speaking for the trees? 

Who and what are we? Who’s subsidizing these inhuman illusions? 

Burning nature, biomass and coal are total delusions and hypocrisy. 

Megalomaniacal, deadly Cancerous Capitalism, exploiting renewables! 

Can we continue life as natural with such extreme inequality and control? 

Get a Life! 
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At the Tipping Point 

Unprecedented, inconceivable time in the history of the world. 

ARE YOU GOING to SIGN UP for the VACCINE monologue? 

Need Polarity flip of HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS’ FREQUENCY 

Winning the PEACE being in tune with Humanity and Nature. 

Virus’ fractal, evolution of mankind, Earth, the Cosmic catalyst ~ 

It’s the intention behind it all, Oppositional, disorderly, lock her up! 

What you’ve got and how you use it ~ It’s a Crime against the Planet 

against every scintilla of Life by those paranoid schizophrenics in power. 

Can’t leave your house without a good reason and the permission to exist. 

‘Let’s terrify them all, FEAR makes people easier to Control and manipulate’ 

Enforcing compliance, more Predictive. “We need to get back to our babies!” 

Total censorship platforms, creating Global CHAOS, clamping down on us,  

justifying their imposition of FORCE, Dividing, manufacturing our Consent. 

Time to respond on Spiritual metaphysical levels to rid this evil from the world. 

We’re living in a Full Simulation don’t you know; can’t you see it by its deceit? 

I’ve heard lots of confessions; we want a good signal in direct communication ~ 

* 

Expansion of Consciousness 

Their ideas don’t come from nothing, there ideas come from nothing. 

Big white Bhawna comes along synthesizing the molecular structure ~ 

Make more money with pharmaceuticals, sum total of the NWO agenda. 

A quasi health military, they’re narcissists believing what they do is right. 

Their sociopathic Education, they are so entitled, nothing could be wrong. 

How their brain is wired, no empathy, no multi-dimensional equilibrium ~ 

Things have dried up, when out with your wife you have to hang onto her!
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At the mercy of their Bank, God help you! 

And while you’re hiding in the cupboard with your mask and gloves on 

they’re plundering, pillaging you, ripping off all your money and assets... 

‘Prince Andrew under pressure with the arrest of Ghislaine Maxwell’ Why? 

Is it anything to do with paedophilia? Is it anything about being a parasite? 

You’re on the road to emptiness, the end of humanity, living in fear, tyranny. 

Long to be reigned over, evil sucking essence out of innocence, it wants you!  

Welcome to US. You need to get some ammo! A very exciting time to be alive.  

They are bad people, raping young children, surveilling, censoring, controlling. 

Giving up all our humanity, children wanting to be cyborgs, with chipped brains. 

He wants black people to have the vaccine first because he truly loves them ~ 

They already gave them shots of syphilis, others they cloned as artificial sheep. 

Top psychopaths believing they’re invincible so destroying our natural universe. 

Having covid19, didn’t die because of covid19, but it’s on their death certificates! 

Implanted genetically, wants everyone dead because he hates himself, no Love. 

God doesn’t want Robots, stealing children’s energy, happiness, life potential. 

You don’t have to go out and kill Globalists but promote liberty with free will. 

* 

Different Civilisations 

An Alien administering the world through remote control ~ 

PTSD Holy scrolls are filling secret tunnels under the Vatican City! 

Thinking Logically, Thinking Critically, the Emergency responders, 

Carbine 911 get access to people’s data and State controls of it all. 

Do you really think all this SimEx, Covid19 is just a coincidence? 

Shot him in the Heart, blew up his 4th chakra, wanting to own it all, 

your Soul, wanting your blood sweat and tears, your subconscious ~ 
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Why Happy ~ You’re here 

“Not everyone’s enjoying the Maya!” 

‘Everything that can happen will happen’ 

All their faces lit up reflecting light waves ~ 

“Hello gorgeous, no bad vibes” 

“Be Happy you woke up!” 

“I feel very Kaliesque” 

* 

Dosing a town 

“Excuse me is this real?” 

“Are people really swimming?” 

I’d gone into this matrix thing. 

“This is the acid” ~ “This is the acid!” 

I hope I’m not in some unnatural alter world! 

You’re tripping, everything is as it should be ~ 

‘I’ve seen the trance dancing hippiepotamuses!’ 

This is a trip ~ “I was out in the Universe” 

Flying over beautiful crystal colour auras. 

‘They know I’m gonna look after them’ 

“I got him into MDMA, and he said, 

Thank you, it’s changed my life!” 

Sent her a poem every day ~ 

The forecast was Red Hot! 

“I was pilled up all night. 

I count my blessings ~ 

*P A R *T Y * O N * 
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Ultimately all roads lead to Heaven 

‘Don’t feed the fearmongering, being its food! 

The next incarnation due a software upgrade. 

My mind accepts reality and we become one. 

Go straight to the cause not the effects’ 

Koranavirus, racists burning mosques! 

Bat-19 soup, thermal nuclear WW111. 

I don’t believe in hell, be compassion 

* 

La Source de Douleur Douceur 

“The grass starts talking to me ~ 

All things that come from the Earth. 

Forcing you to witness your own mortality! 

“Taking the it out and being connected to it all” 

Questioning reality, there is no reality, just total illusion of it. 

‘Who am I, where am I from, where am I going? Be here now. 

Your brain-ego is experiencing altered states of Consciousness ~ 

Fiery dragons holding space, white light portals, Nirvana frequency. 

Orange, opalescent sunrays sparkling in a clear blue sky over Tahiti. 

* 

Seeing Pixie * Pixels * Waking Creation 

‘Do whatever you like whenever you like’ 

“I have to find my light, getting very sad” 

More antisocial Isolation not on your life ~ 

“Do you wanna smoke some crack mate?” 

“Once you’ve been catapulted out there 

you’re never coming back!” 

‘Test driving Soalaris’ 
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Animatronic Cash Cows in a Stress-Free Zone 

There are days when you can’t smile for anyone. 

‘Mother fuckin racist piece of shit, burn it down!’ 

They ALL had slaves! We need to love each other ~ 

She’s a truck driver who went to the Cherokee’s high school. 

Auto-immune white blood cells protecting you from invaders! 

‘Nourish your love and your love will nourish you’ 

For Gertrude a druid priestess, protector of the Truth. 

Out of the swamp can come beautiful flowers ~ 

‘Calling all Angels, come in please’ 

“I sure miss you sweetie” 

* 

Not Healthy - No Immune System - Leaky Brain. 

“I don’t need to believe; MDMA better than any pharma painkillers!” 

‘They like parties, without parties they don’t stay’ Takes more drugs! 

We’re all experiencing life in a uniquely different way, War or Peace? 

‘Sorting some joints, making some bombs and I got my bottle of drops!’ 

Hallo, I can’t shake your hand now, I’m a new person, I’m full religious. 

Elijah served in the army and has had a mental-emotional breakdown! 

“Flipped out, he certainly uses drugs all the time like everyone else here ~ 

Break out of Planet Prison! Human creation, ‘we were built for connection’ 

Rediscovering our unity with each other, protecting the common good, Earth. 

Too many rules, tightening the screws on us; You can get away with anything! 

Why you doing it when you already got so much, and others have absolutely 0?  
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@FightFor Equality & The Infamous Tuskegee Experiment 

‘Black people thought they were receiving free healthcare but instead  

were injected with Syphilis. This was conducted by the U.S. Public Health  

Service and happened over a period of 40 years between 1932 and 1972’. 

‘Sally Hemings was Thomas Jefferson’s slave, a child who couldn’t consent. 

Locked her in a basement. DNA evidence proves the lineage of her children. 

Thomas Jefferson in his 40’s, she between 12-14 when he started raping her! 

He freed the 6 children he had with her but not Sally. Her daughter did that  

when he was dead. History says the founding fathers were good men,  

fighting for justice and peace, guided by God when they were evil men, 

selfish men who did nothing if it wasn’t for their own aggrandizement ~ 

Sally was Jefferson’s dead wife’s half-sister. Sally’s mother was raped  

by her owner. She was Martha (the wife of Thomas) Jefferson’s father’. 

‘Left a legacy of entitlement under the most criminal of circumstances’ 

* 

One God that is all of us. 

Metaphysical terrortoreality, just doing their job! 

There’s no bad weather it’s just how you accept it. 

Depressed spirits, feeling down, having no joy. 

You can’t beat music for lifting up your spirit ~ 

‘Human beings Baba, we fuck everything up!’ 

‘If I only had a brain, If I only had a heart ~ 

If only I had some courage ~ to do what?’ 

‘Of course, Black Lives Matter!’  

Only the bad witches are ugly 
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“You wanna get hooked up?” 

Looking through the mirror, into the belly of the beast. 

‘Acid lets you see how disconnected you are from the self ~’ 

‘Are you feeling integrated ~ one with the Earth, with Natural?’ 

Psychedelic hallucinations, intensified colours, loving each other. 

Who has direct contact to the Cosmos, discovering spirit’s realms? 

It only is in your own mind, everything is as it should be, right on ~ 

Reality is only a projection of quantum vibrational consciousness. 

An object’s just a construct, looking through the holographic prism. 

Maybe it’s happening like this all the time, we just never ever feel it 

‘Life is a trip, we’re all on a trip. Just hang on in man!’ 

‘Om Mani Padma Hum * Om Mani Padma Hum’ 

* 

DHAMMA CELLS 

Neurons’ electrical connections to the brain and body ~ 

Who’s putting the thoughts into your quantum computer? 

Who’s twiddling with the knobs of your fractal hologram? 

Who’s gathering the data, who’s harvesting your mind citizen? 

What’s that invisible wave boiling my juice from beyond Saturn? 

Who’s using the human, 3D. waveband as a satanic trampoline? 

Non-human forces from the Cosmos, decoded beyond invisible light. 

Don’t shrink me, who’s that tickling my frequency? ‘Namaste Ji ~ 

Tweaking the trusting in universal bio-electro-magnetic telepathy. 
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Asset of the Agenda 

42,000+ Satellites beaming RF down to Earth-DNA. 

“There’s no evidence that Coronavirus really exists!” 

Meanwhile what’s happened to all the birds and bees? 

Who wants the latest injection into a living host? It’s not 

been isolated, only testing genetic material not Covid-19. 

‘To be infected or not to be infected with this Karmic virus’ 

* 

HYBRIDAL POWER 

Human-non-human, married fields of frequency ~ 

Designed the sons of ET, the daughters of humanity. 

The world isn’t solid it’s a human-frequency-hologram. 

What do you think? Back to the original force ~ source. 

Laser making 3D projections from a flat surface ~ 

Are you looking at the data on iridescent spiders? 

Have you analyzed the karmas of secret societies? 

Can you observe the web between seen * unseen? 

Between the light angels and them dark demons? 

Earth firing it, vibrating Ionospheric wavebands. 

* 

The Village Next Door 

Flower trip not a Power trip! 

“I love to see people in Ecstasy” 

“Tryin’ to get over another broken heart” 

You chose this hologram, a laser light hitting 

your crystalline DNA-I-AM of the Cosmos 
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TCDD – More lies being sold 

I haven’t heard the Fat lady singing yet! 

Playing God, they see you as raw steak tartare ~ 

Obviously, you have to pay for this special service. 

‘Weaponising and abusing scripture to justify bigotry’ 

White supremacists have done it, slave traders doing it too. 

Why would some fight against the integration of all peoples? 

A judge rules that victims must destroy the Jeffrey Epstein files! 

‘Destroying evidence risks destroying the truth’ Why you doing it? 

‘US military sprayed 19 million gallons of herbicide (Agent orange, 

a defoliant chemical, one of the ‘tactical use’ Rainbow herbicides) 

over 4.5 million acres of land during their illegal war in Viet Nam, 

causing birth defects in three million people!’ All forgotten about! 

Now WHO-UN-GOVs-MSM exaggerate the effects of COVID19, 

locking us down, impoverishing the world, making us all terrified  

of a mandatory vaccine that was not tested and is more dangerous! 

Ordered to wear a mask of submission for psychological manipulation. 

Conditioning people to Obey without question is a descent into tyranny! 

It’s illegal to help set a slave free! Is there no one left with a sense of justice?  

A deep dive, the end does not exist ~ it’s ever changing 
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Sniper School Enrolled Avatar! 

You’re living on the Cosmic Space Station Baba! 

“They’ll throw you ass down the nigger hole” 

‘Grow your conscience, he’s your clone, You’. 

Off limits ~ natural instincts, he’s in denial! 

“They own them!” “Get to work!” 

All day, every day for nothing. 

Pain and suffering edited in ~ 

Born to be submissive, Master. 

* 

The Lustful Satyr 

Irish slaves in the Caribbean. I only dive in tropical seas ~ 

“Get up here, you’re getting narked, tripping on the seabed ~ 

He hadn’t been on a fun dive in 3 years, was just another job. 

You don’t want to piss off the locals, especially over nothing... 

That’s what they want, more indestructible Killing machines! 

“I’m gonna catch your black ass, stick you in the nigger cage!” 

Mr. Pope is head of the paedophile ring, in the devil’s hands ~ 

with Bishops who preyed on children, tried Pigmy Polygamy. 

Oligarchic Politicians don’t give a flying fuck about people! 

I stashed them pills down the python’s hole, full paranoia ~ 

How much freedom are we going to be allowed to have sir? 

The world’s changed, our right to have a universal choice. 

“Goa’s not a good place to come after rehab Baba Pan” 

Experimental expressions of a Summer of Love. 
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Crimson Contagion*Green Crack Hack 

Living within their imaginative spectrum ~ 

Is this pandemic a simulation? Would they really? 

Ask at the CIA Investment Corp, DARPA, In-Q-Tel. 

Carbyne, DynCorp; Anthrax came from a military lab! 

Emerging bio-solutions, is it weaponised enhancements? 

Technical reality mimicking our real human experiences ~ 

Cut all the trees, back down on my knees, “don’t shoot!” 

Representing transformation ~ Mother Nature is Queen. 

“The wall looked beautiful!” 

‘Time out of time’ 

MAGIC 

* 

Why you can’t think 

‘The moment a baby is born the mother is born too ~’ 

“Burn the towers, burn your town hall!” they shouted. 

What you needed to understand in this cuckoo asylum. 

Fascists committing a lot of atrocities on innocent peoples. 

He would sit on the ground and read any book of Genocide, 

not Genesis, it takes a big fat dump on my natural happiness. 

Follows your orders with geo-engineered aerosols! 

‘The name of this game is to drive you insane!’ 

He told me, “I nearly lost my mind in there!” 

You’re making a big mistake, be love instead! 

Because we all have our angels and demons ~ 

Repeat after me *I AM FREE* don’t you agree? 
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Travelling is freedom 

‘On a need to know basis, it doesn’t go out of this room!’ 

Jab, jab, Animal-Pharm; having a virus movie marathon. 

Contagious, ‘Mandatory forced vaccinations are a violation, 

Nuremberg code, article 6. section 1’ Jawohl mein Fuhrer! 

It is a crime against humanity punishable by death... 

“Stop ringing me and asking me if I want some coke!” 

“I’m gonna live in my bubble and fuck it!” 

Tied to my 7g phone, mobile penetration! 

AI. facial recognition to enter the elevator. 

Greeted by a Robot, ‘Welcome to our world’. 

We are our aura fields, resonating creation ~ 

* 

We went potty! 

Heavy metal nanos filling my programmed brain. 

Mega-toxins protecting us from Global warming! 

Our organs are now the sole property of the state. 

Looking through Lucifer, the Vatican’s telescope! 

“My hypnotized ego’s not ready to be unplugged!” 

Seeing your past in your scars… 

I thought I could smell the grief. 

“Love don’t live here anymore ~ 

COGNITIVE DISSONANCE. 

Seeing how biddable people are... 

Perfection is as the imperfection ~ 

Pink lotuses blossoming in the mud. 
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Les Souvenirs des Robinets dorés  

Not being a Global Corporate Nazi Zombie is now a mental disorder! 

‘The United Nations’ top children’s rights official has been jailed after 

pleading guilty to five charges of rape and indecent assault of a child’ 

And my father was on his way to Viet Nam for his 3rd tour of duty. 

‘France has no gold mines but has the 4th biggest gold reserves, 

Mali has 50 gold mines but no gold reserves ~ 

French soldiers are in Mali to fight Terrorism!’ 

‘Say you were acting independently from the bosses. 

They’re expecting the truth, are we on the record? 

We were tasked with making this conflict! 

We don’t know anything about anything. 

We’re in the dark; define, clear it up!’ 

“We were told it was a necessary evil” 

Taking all the blame for the guilty! 

Doing it for your own protection. 

Genocide for the greater good! 

* 

Maids night off? 

There’s no sex, drugs, rock and roll! 

‘Are you alone?’ ‘Isn’t everyone?’ ~ 

“Don’t tell me how I feel!” “Sorry” 

You don’t know how crazy this is! 

We’ll be put in the Special wing! 

Please, trust me this much ~ 

“I’ll be back” 
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Every story is different 

Virus, telling you from the top of the tree ~ 

We’ve had four months to connect the dots! 

Online schooling, they won’t have any friends. 

Tobacco for the poor, often prescribed by doctors. 

No one wants to go down everyone wants to go up. 

Full paranoid, governments still paying themselves not us freaks! 

One-month free trial, use the code. Crime pays for the establishment. 

A Wrong War, Love Wins but this Plight of the Indigenous massacres? 

At the Walled Off Hotel, Imagine the dreams of the Palestinian people!  

He died mysteriously! Questioning what’s really going on for all our sakes. 

Pandemic, a lot of civil liberties were given up and they’re not comin’ back! 

 

FFF 

Free From Fear 

‘Elite Psychopaths of the Psychopaths!’ 

‘Important point in the historical timeline ~ 

to decide who I am and my place in the world!’ 

True beauty inside, the world is my bed of oysters. 

Somewhere over the rainbow with mild amnesia. 

You want to make yourself happy in life. 

‘If you don’t like it, then change it ~ 

I went to work to have a good life. 

We need to change Consciousness. 

‘Monkey see monkey do’ 
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Decoding our reality onto the screen 

5 senses, Wi-Fi, RF-electrical info, beaming into your subconscious ~ 

What’s on the inside mate? At the holographic-digital-internet’s gate. 

We can’t really perceive how things are happening in this solid state. 

‘If you want to know all the universe think of energy and frequency ~ 

If I can’t recognise I am do I exist? A falling tree in the empty wood! 

A computer program mimicking your brain. What’s sane or insane? 

“I’ll only believe it when I see it” My breath on an early frosty morn’ 

Experiencing life ~ being who we are, tasting it with y/our tongue ~ 

“I like it, I Love you, I don’t need you, I want to be on my own in it” 

* 

‘STOP * The pain going to the mind ~ 

Vocal chords decoding your inner song. 

Dancing psytrance in an electro-magnetic 

field, your brain’s decoding this moment ~ 

And they don’t want us to know our delusion, 

its Power for them to control & manipulate us. 

You heard a tree falling, vibrational waveform? 

The human body is decoding invisible Wi-Fi 

to make You a Hologramic * R E A L I T Y 

* 

Googled 

‘The portion of the brain that processes spiritual experiences is the ‘parietal  

Cortex’ or the ‘left inferior parietal lobule’ to be specific. This part of the  

brain is also activated whenever an individual becomes aware of himself or  

others. It is also stimulated when a person uses his or her attention skills ~ 
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Gaia*Tree * Sky*Link 

VLEO constellation’s firing 5g radiation at my Mother, Earth ~ 

Smart-id grid, AI-RF waves all over our supernatural Planet! 

Skin’s antennae decoding frequencies, which cryptic cyphers? 

Feelings, reactions implanted in the subconscious are on fire! 

Why would you want to undermine your immune system? 

60-GHz and your oxygen’s being depleted? Life’s-Terminal! 

Is it only my interpretation of this destruction being created? 

Why is that crowd scattering from the smoke-filled street? 

Who gave us projections, perceptions of a pandemic? 

Who ordered this devastation of a global lockdown? 

Who’s concept collapsed the World’s economies? 

Who secretly cremated my gran and granddad ~ 

and threw their ashes to the toxic stormy winds? 

Who already patented this virus’ vaccine? 

* 

Micro-biotic-Terrorism 

Nano particles, bees and mosquitos buzzing as insect drones! 

‘AI-engineered, automated with robotics or digital platforms’ 

“They park their cars and get hotels around the car park!” 

Finding all the spirituality you need in the mountains. 

A lot of Maya has arrived, let’s go back to the Punjab! 

“They treat us like slaves and abuse us!” 

They’ll invest in the machines. 
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Goa Portals 

New strategy, ‘can’t have another body, can you?’ 

You can’t have a neocortex hanging around all day ~ 

Spiked with datura, big steroid vibes, banging the Coke! 

We’re slaves to our addictions and they’re dreaming more up. 

‘Your mind is a terrible master but a wonderful, obedient server’ 

War, pandemic, famine, genocide, destruction as old as time itself ~ 

It’s a piece of the NWO megalomaniac jigsaw puzzle, each one’s synergy. 

All of existence is weaving, it happens depending on our choices, intentions. 

* 

Reset – Let’s return to basics 

Everything back to Zero, the game is to blame mother nature ~ 

The World has gone bust, ask the Federal Reserve, too big to fail! 

Doing whatever they like, no one knows about it or even really cares! 

An autonomous reincarnation of the SS Gestapo; CIA, DOD. NSA. FBI. 

Controlling us all through Fear. Someone just spoke to me and I ran away! 

Who leads the eugenics department, who runs the surveillance programming? 

Who’s now responsible for the greening of Monument Valley and Death Valley? 

Adrenalin, they will all have to go, seeing war as beneficial, the right thing to do! 

It’s all happening in flux, shining light, as vibrations go down it’s more negative.  

The locals said they never knew about Auschwitz as they passed the Brausbad? 

They’re Unconscious, controlling Power balance from the top of their pyramid. 

“We got the Power now and we’re going to take more and more of it, 

and if you don’t like it we’ll murder you! A 2nd wave is coming in ~ 

The virus is real the pandemic is a hoax!  

“You can’t fight the coronavirus with lies” 
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What Am I  

“What am I doing with these clothes on?” 

Just like frequencies make us dance into psytrance ~ 

Meant to use your heart over brain, light over dark forces. 

People of the same aura indoctrinated inside a closed box. 

Giving out Government vouchers for a meal out on them! 

Comfortably dumb and son with his beer goggles on ~ 

It’s like a square peg fitting into that VR square hole. 

“Who’s in charge here?” “I thought you were” 

Chased home by a nanobot killer hornet! 

* 

FUCK 

‘Fornication under consent of king’  

written on a plate hanging from your front door! 

And I thought we were floating in an electric sea ~ 

Needed royal permission to have sex, conceive a child! Oh no! 

‘Poverty is not an accident. Like slavery and apartheid, it is made by man 

and can be stopped by actions of humanity in common’. Nelson Mandela. 

“Others sadly missing in action, I received his bracelet from our government ~ 

Let’s all have a great day with mother nature and love her for her beauties and 

thank the Sioux, environmental activists for halting the Dakota Access Pipeline! 

‘Wear some flowers in your hair, you’re gonna meet some gentle people there ~ 

‘Download a free meditation for contacting star beings in space’ 

Breathe freely and live freely ~ Never being subjugated! 

CONSCIOUSLY 
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Mr. Vaccine Monster! 

They want infinite growth in a finite world, why? 

Distributing the Grim Death Certificate! Howdy Billy boy. 

All the tomatoes and papayas in the village tested positive! 

Destroyed all the livelihoods, controlled all their perceptions. 

Invented a virus and gave Indians smallpox with their blankets. 

False testing genetic codes, social engineering in forked tongues ~ 

Exterminated their ghost spirits dancing by fires, and their Manitou. 

5G interacting with oxygen molecules; can’t fake a breath of air chief! 

Massacred at Wounded Knee before your genocidal computer models. 

‘VIVA the largest consumer of jungles’ Who speaks for bio-diversity ~ 

Who speaks for the ancient trees, birds, and the vital pollinating bees? 

Ethanol, the invasion of people’s sugarcane fields. 

Alligator fat floating in dead forests of seaweed ~ 

‘Do animals murder each other? Yes, regularly’ 

The Incorporated war on Planet Earth. 

We the humans are decimating LIFE. 

Bye bye beautiful Orangutans 

* 

Rule of Thumb 

The size of stick to beat your wife! 

Hideous, starting to lose my marbles! 

It doesn’t get any better, what’s that, tits up! 

Fight or flight, sink or swim, on with the show! 

What beautiful thighs, sexy feet and toes you have gorgeous! 

This farcical virus, but it’s treated as real by those who rule us! 

Satirical or sarcastic, taking the piss, aloof, rude, totally arrogant. 

They’re covert narcissists on an imperial holiday, run for your life! 
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Deleted Me * Human Resources 

Thank you comrade, drizzling honey down her mouth. 

‘Suspected hippie in transit’, needs a Singaporean visa. 

‘Dutch people handed over to the Nazis by its Royals ~ 

Shell’s raw, crude oil given for free to the invading army! 

Prince Bernhard Von Lippe Biesterfeld traitor for the cabal’ 

Today the elite’s biggest trade is in human-child trafficking! 

Mass graves are often found near nunneries, satanic sacrifice. 

Dealing with shock; denial, fear, anger, depression, acceptance. 

Pineal*gland’s paradigm*shifting, bending space, changing time ~ 

‘Peace will be the Prize’ People are waking up to elite’s corruption. 

Illusionary that nature will save us, our falsely held belief systems! 

The dawning of a golden age, no preconceptions ~ Ride it cowboy! 

*  

Get Your Flu Shot of Heavy Metal! 

Let’s not forget who developed Zyklon-B gas for the C. camps! 

The oligarchs creating the Apocalypse, Eugenics is their plan A. 

In front of our noses, poison, fluoride, Bayer-Monsanto’s GMOs. 

Barium, aluminum, thorium, silicon aerosols, killing-off our minds. 

“We never had a clue even though it was happening all around us” 

The fake media’s controlling, manipulating, NWO’s hidden agendas. 

Dishonesty, lies, false attacks triggering a specific emotional response! 

Who owns all these global government agencies, dictating stricter rules? 

Red Cross is donating to the deep state; $6 million to Haiti’s military. 

Given illusions of choice making debt, slaves believe that they are Free! 

Hanging from a doorknob! What about the sanctity of children, of life? 
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Gonna Shoot back! 

‘The chosen people’, chosen for what mother? 

You obeyed their orders you did what you were told ~ 

Lock this woman up for state sponsored child trafficking! 

IDF algorithms run by the Mega group controlling our lives! 

AI. tracing and tracking the dissidents, monitoring populations. 

Do you remember your army ID? Yes, it was the best time of my life. 

OK, a typical maniac case. Abducted, You have to come with us now! 

‘His Logical sequence is confused, killed too many Palestinian children’. 

A good question, what if we focused on human empathy not profitability? 

‘You gonna have a Moslem put a cap in your head beside the wailing wall!’ 

Hung out to dry, ‘Do they have many conscientious objectors in Israel?’ 

Most of them are looking for a clean conscience ~ cognitive dissonance. 

Do we trust each other? Holding up the light. 

Where they live Peace flags are still illegal! 

Made gays illegal too, they’re just taking 

away everyone’s freedom, hanging them! 

* 

Same old superstitious story 

What’s your time really worth? 

Genius stuff if you’re into horrors! 

“You don’t always get what you want” 

All I am arguing for is Freedom of Choice. 

“It’s to travel without a mandatory vaccine!” 

They left her in a magic circle ~ 

The Cosmic dance is beautiful 
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Nataraja’s * Fractals 

Stunningly beautiful Shiva magic in perfect motion. 

‘A chillum on the dancefloor takes me to that space ~ 

“I had a drop earlier and it’s stronger than I thought!” 

Throwing out love with the beautiful psychedelic art.  

‘Love has many expressions, let’s have full love in life. 

Celebrate being alive in a living world, Planet, Earth ~ 

of a Cosmic nature, please let’s stop this cruel torture! 

“I spoke to them tyrants about love and being the devil” 

Sins of unconsciousness, inequality, psychopathic energy. 

Sharing light in our hearts, accepting divine spirit’s grace. 

* 

‘Let’s make slavery’ 

Mercy, “I’ve lost everything, I can’t go on, I’m sorry!” 

Mapping your genome, your voice patterns, traits. 

Quarantine the healthy, You are being deceived! 

We’re ruled by psychopath criminals, by the mob! 

They’ll overthrow any government for bananas ~ 

Sponsored by a foreign state and intelligence… 

They told us slaves, war and torture were legal.  

Gave him twenty years for a joint, remember 

and told us that this was their proper justice! 
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Joint 

Sharing is caring 

* 

“I could get broken by that” 

Enhancing your senses, expanding our awareness ~ 

Use the sensation gloves, tickling her engorged fancy. 

Must have been a glitch, installing 5th chakra updates. 

“Shut down them artificial brains, shut ‘em down!” 

* 

Dr Wenliang & Inorganic Horseshoe Bats out of Hell 

A Virus * Genetically optimal for human transmission ~ 

‘The Possible Origins of the 2019 nCoV Coronavirus’ thesis. 

Sponsored Wuhan Institute of Virology, bats-humans interact. 

The world’s foremost expert on researching bat-corona viruses ~ 

Dr. Shi Zhengli studying cross species infection ability. Covid-19, 

its unique molecular capacity to enter human cells and destroy them! 

S-proteins, keys to unlocking the human cells they come in contact with. 

Sophisticated capacities to synthesize viruses for cross-species transmission. 

Spreading, multi-organ failure, pathogens allowed access to human tissue ~ 

SARS2 spiked proteins’ unnatural evolutionary process infects human cells. 

Sorry, you didn’t arrive from the seafood market; attacked by bats in the lab! 

A Bat studies’ top military bio-chemical weapons expert and Huang Yanling,  

researcher, suspect, Patient zero from a failed experiment, now unaccounted for! 

Lab’s Bio-hazardous safety levels woefully lacking regulation birthed a monster. 

Who’s been innovating genome sequences of a musky deer and cuddly Panda? 
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I was Love-bombed 

‘A narcissist’s lack of empathy can be detected in brain scans’ 

They cannot change ~ it’s best to leave and protect yourself. 

Breaking down your spirit with their abusive gaslighting! 

Characterised by extreme arrogance and self-absorption, 

they have structural abnormalities in an insane mind ~ 

No ‘object-constancy’, traumatized early on in life. 

Cruel, negative thoughts are all they can focus on. 

A monster appears, angry, cruel, and threatening. 

Then they’ll discard you suddenly and brutally! 

You were perfect and the love of their life but ~ 

Never taking responsibility for their actions… 

Gettin’ it on ~ “I can’t get my lips around it!” 

* 

Projected - Outward 

The Paradox is in their total lack of attachment! 

They so easily move on, nothing is ever their fault... 

If the parent is abusive a defense mechanism in a child 

is ‘splitting’. The fragmented early development of my love ~ 

Stress, dissociating positive feelings, experiencing only negativity. 

Not repressing the negative aspects and preserving the positive ones. 

When your mother leaves the room, you know she will come back! 

No remorse, no guilt of any kind, always someone else’s reality ~ 

Preying on the vulnerable, confused, leaves them broken hearted. 

Focusing all their pain and insecurity onto you. 

Seeing the other person as all good or all bad. 

Reclaim your own life or run for your life ~ 

Just remember to respond in the moment  
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A Vaccine Free for All! 

Having your brain interfaced with a passing cloud. 

‘107 people died in Bihar in one day from lightning!’ 

They’re true psychopaths and only in it for themselves. 

They’ve got to come up with something a lot more scarier! 

Like an Alien Invasion from a parallel universe of mad ET’s. 

Keeping on with their satanic show, plundering, pillage, rape! 

Level 4 live-Psyop-field simulation, do you know what I mean? 

Is it anything like an anti-gravity craft from the Space invaders? 

Who wants a dead man’s bike? Playing them at their own game. 

BEING MADE TO FEEL AFRAID, ANXIOUS, FEAR. 

YOU BURN OUT FIRST OF ALL ~ THEN YOU DIE. 

Not much to look forward to then my old hippie friend. 

Lost in the music, can’t even think what I want to do. 

Doing Exactly What You Want to Do Is FREEDOM 

* 

Branks ~ Choose Love 

‘A metal bridle formerly used as a torture device… 

to hold the head of a woman and restrain the tongue ~ 

‘Have you forgot to love the people you promised to protect?’ 

My head’s spinning, do you think they take a blind bit of notice? 

The Classic tactics of Ruling, it’s happening in front of your eyes! 

But we’re in ignorance and denial. How do dogs wash themselves? 

She’s showing him who’s in charge. Don’t bite his bad hologram leg! 

Sometimes justice just ain’t legal. 
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Infrasonic Vibrations 

2020 there’s more mobile phone devices than people on the Earth! 

‘Typically, your brain is functioning on Beta waves frequencies  ~ 

(14-40 HZ; Concentration, alertness) so it will take you some time to 

get to the frequency  of 4-8 HZ. You will have to surpass the alpha ~ 

waves first (8-14 HZ; relaxed focus, light meditation). The brain does 

not operate in just one single frequency; the full spectrum of brainwave  

frequencies are always running, all the time. The dominant frequency  

determines our mental state, entrainment temporarily shifts our mental- 

state by boosting one frequency to be louder than the others’ ~ Google. 

* 

Data Deceit and Creative Spin  

A virus so bad you will have to be tested to know you even have it! 

We are the consciousness through which nature lives and breathes ~ 

Don’t identify with the mind or body or birth or death but Cosmic space. 

Don’t be scared of the fearmongering, the lies and deceptions controlling us, 

that are being imposed on us. Wake up to your own original potential to love. 

For your own good we are offering you and your family enslavement or death! 

While you’re at it release the symbol of freedom and truth from a max security  

prison where he’s enslaved for exposing crimes about these exact same psychos. 

‘More people are dying from suicide than the virus’, we’re being brainwashed! 

And who exactly are You? 
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The Field of Consciousness 

‘An unacknowledged special access project’ Super black ops. 

You don’t have any need to know. Who’s running the show? 

Not bound by space and time, no limit on its linear speed. 

“We need to move beyond solar panels and windmills ~” 

‘If we can’t put a meter on a meteorite, we don’t want it’ 

‘Beware of the Military Industrial Complex programs’ 

XX secrecy, which star system are you from darling? 

Another Reality * I N S T A N T A N E O U S L Y * 

What’s the future of our bio-sphere? Existential threats 

to the Cosmos ~‘ET’s think humans are threatening, 

highly technological, EM weapons, 

but socially and spiritually very low’ 

Welcome again Dr. Strangelovebot! 

‘Actions speak louder than words ~’ 

Who made ‘Our History of Psyops?’ 

* 

Expect the Unexpected here 

“Don’t write your name on the prison wall as you’ll 

always wanna come back to see if it’s still there” 

They got in the line of fire, too close to the flame! 

‘They can’t lock you up if you’re free inside’ 

It pissed the guard off! ‘Discrimination’. 

Funny how the subconscious works ~ 

holding up the suspension of disbelief! 

Alien simulation it’s all a stimulation. 
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Genetic Extinction * You’ll have it forever * All for the greater good. 

The Pentagon adopted Edward Bernays; ‘Neocons are not your friends’ 

Roll out those race-biased bio-weapons, gotta keep your eyes on the tide. 

We will subvert our enemies’ DNA and eugenics will shorten your lives ~ 

NWO’s new experimental drugs were never approved for human use but. 

Synthetic chromosomes, no health studies; you’ll need an Immunity Pass! 

WHO’s created Fear driven choices, sanctions from our Public servants? 

DARPA’s mapped the whole human brain to take us back to ‘Normality’. 

Reproducing more anti-bodies for your parietal cortex of Spirituality ~ 

Novel-vaccine for the ‘Religious extremism’ parts of your slave brain! 

Destroying the illusions of ‘National Security’ for your own protection! 

Resist the outcome or you’ll be a Silicon Valley designed zombiedbot 

* 

Just take the GMO Carrot from the Infection drone! 

Primed to accept - Subverting Humans with Desperation. 

Crimson Contagion simulations modifying Your inner feelings! 

That Gene-gun came straight from Fort Detrick or a DARPA lab. 

Will we all be forced into mandatory vaccinations to continue to live? 

Who’s effecting your thoughts? Ask a Matrix’s brain-machine-interface. 

Inducing God so we can all kneel at its Alter and reprogrammed your soul. 

People’s reaction based on Government’s fearful, irrational-emotions policy! 

They are obviously trying to destroy people’s lives, and have always done so ~ 

The injection of artificial chromosomes, who rebooted DHS’ Robo-Military-Clones? 

‘We can FREE ourselves from our facades, we’re here to blossom into what is true’ 
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I am enough 

Pre-determination of dog by-laws and a tagged Parrot Story. 

“Attention, Attention their planes have crossed the border!” 

‘No Blacks, no Irish, no dogs, no children, Welcome here!’ 

They’re economic refugees from a bananas’ Republicas ~ 

Who’s controlling these thoughts put into your head? 

You gotta have a good roof during the monsoon… 

‘We’re in a duality, nothing is totally good or bad’ 

Cooking programs to make us stay unconscious ~ 

“There is no conscious it’s total delusion.” Prasad! 

‘Please begin your psychological evaluation’ 

Are you free to do whatever you want? 

You are a reflection of your inner love 

or falling in love with attachment ~ 

Please give me some nice illusions. 

Knowing how to put it together… 

Welcome to a brave new world! 

Our crocodile’s had an accident 

* 

Don’t ask the Authorities, Check out the Global statistics. 

 Where’s the Justice League and Avengers when you need them? 

‘In the US. roughly 600,000 kids are reported missing each year ~ 

115 children ‘stranger-abduction’ cases, those taken by unknown persons’. 

Who’s that kid climbing naked out of the Palace window Mr. Policeman plod? 

Flat Earth, your eyeball makes the curvature, standing upside down perception!  

The pope was seen as a hologram, lots of pedophiles living down in the Vatican. 
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Supernatural Quantum Amor 

Shiva Mantra * Cosmic Energy ~ 

Feelin’ the vibes of eternally Spaced. 

Astrological bodies in super entanglement 

What’s in your 3rd eyes’ perceptional limits? 

Fighting for the Great Victory over the Asuras. 

He’s always looking for his lost, spiritual head ~ 

Exploring not exploiting Nature, Earth Mother. 

“It will wipe you out, there’s nowhere to run!” 

The super-elite on their way to Mars’ Moon. 

Yogis reprogramming your astral holygram. 

Siddhi’s antenna’s receiver not deceiver. 

All that is ‘enlightenment’ is Maya ~ 

* 

Lord J. Sumption. BBCR4 * 11-05-2020 > Paraphrased 

‘This lockdown is not a good enough justification for qualified house  

imprisonment applicable in principle to the whole population.  

It’s the worst interference with personal liberty in our history  

by historical standard to what is not a very serious pandemic. 

The problem about using law as your instrument is that law requires  

exact definition and it works in categories. If you do it not voluntarily  

but compulsory you’ll have Laws that make perfect sense in some context  

and not others. The problem about law is that it excludes common sense.  

The police cannot then arrest or fine someone for using common sense  

and not otherwise. The whole legal approach invites a collection of  

arbitrary rules unrelated to the underlying purpose of the regulations.’  
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‘ALL THINGS ARE CONNECTED ~ 

WHATEVER BEFALLS THE EARTH  

BEFALLS THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF THE EARTH’ 

The Great Chief in Washington sends word, he wishes to buy our land.  

The Great Chief also sends us words of friendship and good will.  

It’s kind of him since we know he has little need of our friendship in return.  

But we will consider your offer, for we know if we do not do so,  

the white man may come with guns and take our land.  

What Chief Sealth says, the Great Chief in Washington can count on 

as truly as our white brothers can count on the return of the seasons.  

My words are like the stars ~ they do not set. 

How can you buy or sell the sky, the warmth of the land?  

The idea is strange to us. Yet we do not own the freshness  

of the air or the sparkle of the water.  

How can you buy them from us? We will decide in our time.  

Every part of this Earth is sacred to my people. Every shining  

pine needle, every sandy shore, every mist in the dark woods,  

every clearing and humming insect is holy in the memory 

and experience of my people. We know that the white man  

does not understand our ways. One portion of the land is  

the same to him as the next, for he is a stranger who comes  

in the night and takes from the land whatever he needs ~ 

The earth is not his brother, but his enemy and when he  

has conquered it, he moves on. He leaves his fathers’ graves 

and his children’s birthright is forgotten. 
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The sight of your cities pains the eyes of the Redman. But perhaps  

it is because the Redman is a savage and does not understand ~  

There is no quiet place in the white man’s cities  

no place to hear the leaves of spring or the rustle of insects’ wings. 

But perhaps because I am a savage and do not understand ~  

the clatter only seems to insult the ears. And what is there to life  

if a man cannot hear the lovely cry of a whippoorwill 

or the arguments of frogs around a pond at night?  

The Indian prefers the soft sound of the wind 

darting over the face of the pond, and the smell of the wind itself  

cleansed by a mid-day rain or scented with a pinon pine.  

The air is precious to the Redman for all things share  

the same breath, the beasts, the trees, the man.  

The white man does not seem to notice the air he breathes.  

Like a man dying for many days, he is numb to the stench.  

If I decide to accept, I will make one condition.  

The white man must treat the beasts of this land as his brothers.  

I am a savage and I do not understand any other way.  

I have seen a thousand rotting buffalo bodies left by the white man  

who shot them from a passing train.  

I am a savage and I do not understand  

how the smoking iron horse can be more important 

than the buffalo that we kill only to stay alive. 

What is man without the beasts? 
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If all the beasts were gone men would die from great loneliness  

of spirit, for whatever happens to the beast also happens to man.  

All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth  

befalls the sons and daughters of the earth.  

Our children have seen their fathers humbled in defeat.  

Our warriors have felt shame. And after defeat, they turn their days to  

idleness and contaminate their bodies with sweet food and strong drink.  

It matters little where we pass the rest of our days ~ they are not many ~ 

A few more hours, a few more winters and none of the children  

of the great tribes that once lived on this earth, or that roamed  

in small bands in the woods will be left to mourn the graves  

of a people once as powerful and hopeful as ours.  

One thing we know which the white man may one day discover  

Our God is the same God. You may think now that you own him  

as you wish to own our land. But you cannot. He is the body of man.  

And his compassion is equal for the Redman and the white.  

This earth is precious to him.  

* 

And to harm the earth is to heap contempt on its Creator.  

The whites too shall pass, perhaps sooner than other tribes.  

Continue to contaminate your bed and you will one night  

suffocate in your own waste. When the buffalo are all slaughtered,  

the wild horses all tamed; the secret corners of the forest heavy with  

the scent of many men, and the view of the ripe hills blotted by talking  

wires, where is the thicket? Gone. Where is the eagle? Gone.  
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And what is to say goodbye to the swift and the hunt, the end of living  

and the beginning of survival ~ We might understand if we knew  

what it was that the white man dreams, what hopes he describes to his 

children on long winter nights, what visions he burns into their minds,  

so, they will wish for tomorrow. But we are savages.  

The white man’s dreams are hidden from us. And because they are hidden  

we will go on our own way. If we agree, it will be to secure our reservation  

you have promised. There perhaps we may live out our brief days as we wish.  

When the last Redman has vanished from the earth and the memory is only  

the shadow of a cloud moving across the prairie, these shores and forests will 

still hold the spirits of my people for they love this earth as the new-born loves  

its mother’s heartbeat. If we sell you our land, love it as we have loved it.  

Care for it as we have cared for it. Hold in your mind the memory of the land,  

as it is when you take it. And with all your strength, with all your might and 

with all your heart preserve it for your children and love it as God loves us all.  

One thing we know our God is the same. The earth is precious to Him.  

Even the white man cannot be exempt from the common destiny. 

~ 

This letter written in 1885 was sent to President Franklin Pierce  

by Chief Sealth of the Duwamish tribe of the State of Washington.  

It concerns the proposed purchase of the tribe’s land. Seattle is an  

alteration of the Chief’s name; it’s built in the heart of Duwamish land. 
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Cosmic Dynamite 

Looking for the 5% genetically who love Psytrance ~ 

They can see this monster behind the mask, the cabal. 

Your Avatar, what’s the difference between those giving  

the benefit of doubt and the ordinary sheeple being sheep? 

‘You don’t sell the drug you sell the disease first’. G. Merck. 

The 7 stars, chakras of the human being, that real feeling ~ 

not the switched off 5 stars of the Devil from lower realms. 

Female vibes resonating with Earth, usurped by the male. 

Divine creation is our Paradise, don’t forget it, remember! 

EARTH IS OUR LIVING SPACESHIP 

* 

‘Light has no shadow’ 

Nettle, ginseng tea, “I can roll a joint in a hurricane!” 

Google’s definition, ‘no empathy, gaslighting, narcissistic’ 

“I’m only here for the money!” Villa of cold-hearted killers! 

Senser-chip, picking flower tops and throwing them away ~ 

In every room there was a dead body! It’s all a movie, right? 

Film noir overrun with AI. CGI, special, unnatural effects ~ 

Granddaddy was a slave sent to Brazil. You owe me damages!  

Scrambled my brain, playtime is over! The last tango is now ~ 

When you meet someone sweet it’s truly fantastic. 

“You are such a kind person and I love you”. 

She has such a beautiful smile ~ 

“I went picking wild garlic”
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Padlocked Stargate 

Only Fear is left in the world ~ 

Don’t forget you are a Cosmic space-ship. 

Can’t make any sense of it, living quantum instants ~ 

When you’re scared you’re no longer in natural Paradise. 

This energy is going somewhere, being consumed by parasites.  

He’s been out there coming from another imperceptible dimension ~ 

How could anyone ever hurt an innocent child? It’s Totally unacceptable! 

The vibrational Oceans are always moving ~ 

* STAY ~ TRUE * 

* 

Nothing Matters 

“They sound very friendly but actually they’re cunts!” 

Are you a caring person, do you have feelings for others? 

Is your enlarged amygdala causing you emotional trauma? 

Let’s have a laugh! Obsessive compulsive connected to anxiety. 

Be aware, a system of mass Control and now we can really see it! 

One’s always too much but never enough, your habitual addiction. 

I guess bullets cost money and stones are free in oppressed Palestine! 

No reason to have war or fear of the rules but psycho-tyrants abound 

Gaia surfing the waves of a sea of potential in the afternoon sunshine. 

She found Goa, he found teonanacatl at an Aztec mushroom ceremony 
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Group Think 

Somehow, we don’t have enough to feed our children! 

‘Competing legal psychopaths vying for more power ~ 

Directorate of Digital Innovation, CIA. Headquarters. 

Is it off the record? Of course. Firewall’s down, breached. 

Sold out, betrayed from behind our backs. Paedophile Pizza. 

Oh, Santa you’ve got such a big cock! Bearing mossad’s gifts! 

Save children from this insanity of these sub-intelligence demons. 

We learnt from their tyrannies, but no one was made accountable! 

Narcissistic people destroying the beauty, raping all the innocence ~  

* 

Simple enough, it’s really a joy 

Bent in entanglement, quantum time & space ~ 

Focus on the money? We put food on the table!  

‘All see truth differently, creating what each sees’ 

“I’ve sat there and seen rainbows’ lights; wow!” 

I think it was legal then, sunshine on a blotter. 

Many different crystals, the white Star clarity. 

“I wanna be free, I wanna go out on my own ~ 

She don’t wanna be like her mum, struggling,  

divorced, 2 kids, no money, confused, insecure. 

Anti-social behaviour, you can see it’s all a scam! 

On the way to Prisons Planet, are you insane yet? 

Fuck, you can’t believe it! Hippies not Psychopaths! 

Wear some flowers in your hair, gentle people there.  

Spectacular, natural, you could feel the love energy ~ 
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Star Alliance ~ I think she meant to cast a spell. 

Mark of the Beast. We’re investing in new technology to make travel rewarding. 

Standing rock wins appeal to stop oil pipelines going through their sacred land. 

The Ministry’s news, you are invited to quarantine, read each authority’s rules! 

You need high levels of legal knowledge to understand any of our communiques 

The simplest of instructions written in legalese just to buy a train ticket. Why?  

Such criminal incompetence to say the least and crimes against our Planet! 

Prosecute those responsible! Still demanding we wear unhealthy masks, 

social distance, stay paranoid! ‘UK Government Orgs. still insist on calling it  

a Pandemic even though the WHO has downgraded it’ What is their agenda?  

You’ve been recognized as one of Goddess Central’s top fans, get your badge.  

Truth is so precious and should always be protected. Thankyou Julian Assange. 

* 

Whatever they are they’re not human 

“I hope they keep sending my food box, 

there was a nice tin of tuna last week” 

Premedical nano hydrogel, alerts them, 

assembles, growing, fusing all our cells ~ 

Interfacing with AI. quantum computers.  

They’re taking life down fast * PROTEST! 

They’ll queue up for a vaccination in India! 

They’ve developed a good immune booster; ok, 

so, let’s go to the beach, eat a coconut and dance! 

Boom Shanka, orange flags, free food and chillums! 
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Time to STOP! 

In memory of George Floyd and so many, many more. 

White supremacy; let's condemn these racist murders, 

and let's condemn all murderers, all around the world. 

Let's condemn the injustices supported by fascist states. 

Let's honour those who fight and die for truth & peace  

to right these terrible, unjust crimes against humanity ~ 

Change, change it now, your loving heart liberating evil. 

Can’t condone someone on their knees, pleading for life. 

I cannot accept inflicting pain on any innocent beingness! 

‘She slept on the kitchen table and was totally blind’ 

“I can breathe!” Equality for everyone ~ equal Love 

* 

Psyops-Psycops-Psyclops 

‘The snake is the most common symbol of transcendence’ C G Jung. 

‘Oligarchical Authorities have become Planet Earth’s biggest criminals!’ 

The ones selling the panic-demonic are same ones selling the vaccine! 

Afraid, imprisoned in an atomic bunker; emotional fear is control! 

I started to malfunction! ‘Be as the swaying grass in a storm ~ 

250,000 young people go missing each year in Europe. What? 

‘Cultish films for very sick people’ A crying child was maced! 

Who drained all the water from the Gaza ghetto refugees? 

Violence in the name of God! Murder-porn addiction!
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Loot for the Queen!  

Syringes of oil, Black Roses; ‘I am a star seed and my vibration is Love’  

“LSD connects neural networks that aren’t normally connected ~”  

‘For the Greater good, get rid of these degenerate Royal families!’ 

‘Why would a government deprive people of common justice?’ 

‘19 pregnant women liberated from a Baby factory’ 

“There’s no such thing as coincidence mate ~ 

He had business at GlaxoSmithKline. 

Welcome to Babylon. 

* 

This is a Miracle 

Let us leave, I’m not into any Babylon business! 

Love sees no colour, at the end of the rainbow ~ 

‘We’re spiritual beings all having a human experience’ 

They have to fight for their rights, come together! 

Mixed blessings, fuck you, we love each other! 

No mere man or woman, spiritual source ~ 

‘Everyone is exactly where they wanna be’ 

‘Now, it’s the lootin’, we start shootin’ 

Bottom line, what do you mean? 

“Went off-grid to do my work ~” 

“You gotta take away all doubt” 

What to follow, reason, treason? 

The Truth is in there. 

The truth is the truth. 

More in the heart ~ 
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To be Aware of AWARENESS ~ LIVE FREE 

Just be Conscious space without any mental-thinking-attachment. 

Healing each one of us is healing us all, is healing Mother Nature ~ 

Love’s vocation, sweet violet flowers, Iris, Greek name for a rainbow,  

Campanula, flora’s symbol of affection, constancy & everlasting love ~ 

Masking the Truth with a fake pandemic declared by our alien masters! 

People don’t want to know the Reality; it will only destroy their illusions. 

All these politicos enabled willingly this monster to rise from the dark depths. 

‘I’m living through a Totalitarian power play, controlling the search for our truth’ 

China orders Prayer flags taken down in Tibet, another assault on our culture. 

Free the Uighur; fears as scholars vanish in Chinese crackdown; lying through  

their teeth, and let’s not forget about the Democracy protestors in Hong Kong! 

* 

No Masks Needed Here  

‘They have to get their shot!’ Did you know mercury is in vaccines? 

Training us into submission, training us to live under total control et al. 

Training us not to deviate, not to make love with that sexy, smiling girl. 

Are you awakened or asleep, lost in dreams while evil vibes pervade us? 

Our lives subject to their whim; ‘arbeit fur uns macht frei’ a royal anthem. 

Let us not forget humans are friends, not fearful characters sent to harm. 

The world’s freedom is on the line, attacked by inside, invisible enemies… 

I’d really enjoy to live in a crystal oyster rather than drowning in paranoia. 

Do you want a future as a human debt slave with absolutely no freedom? 

Hitler was entitled to the presumption of innocence; they’re all delusional. 

Ten Nazi defendants were found guilty and hanged at the Nuremberg trials! 

Tyrannical beings walking amongst us, we must burn them with our light ~ 
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Real Shakti resonating with Shiva 

LET’S POLLUTE ANOTHER PLANET! 

A miraculous, natural world full of enchantment ~ 

‘All the people who come back know the magic of Goa’. 

Don’t need any more soft-lockdowns or social distancing ordering.  

Life is cheap in prison, lots of addicts, slaves wanting their next fix! 

It’s a servitude experiment. Kick starting them back into enslavement!  

Fucking people, getting it all for the barest minimum is what they want. 

It’s a disgrace, I wouldn’t expect anything else from Lucifer’s cohorts! 

Sex trafficking, raping minors. it was an Israeli state operation! 

Political and business virus, # marketing untested vaccines! 

They’re all like smackheads, they’ll tell you what you want  

to hear, like greedy, narcissistic, psychopathic politicians! 

Simple people, they’re not stupid, just not been educated. 

“I want to work for World Peace, how about the NWO?” 

“I’m still looking for Narnia; go right through the trees ~ 

Mango rain on a blue moon, her glistening wet petals. 

Let down your veil, “why don’t I take my dress off?” 

* 

‘We’re all nigabis now’  

‘France does not extradite its own citizens’  

France has a burqa ban, not the essence of a mosque masque ~  

A mask is not about virus safety but compliance, submissiveness! 

The powers of the Government to manipulate us all through fear. 

Your browser’s full of junk! They don’t care about human life dear. 
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Thy will be done Mandala * Inshallah Mantra  

‘There’s no individual, you’re not the doer, all an illusion. 

Not talking about top psychology but enlightenment ~  

You never know what’s happening, here and now 

* Everyone’s investing in each other’s dreams * 

All is conceptual; I don’t want to imagine it! 

The truth is beyond space and time ~ 

Having equilibrium in your mind. 

‘Don’t feed the fears, thank you’ 

Don’t stop it, light it up! 

Nirvana happiness 

* 

RESPECT NEW EARTH 

Energetic fields*vibrational medicine. 

‘Pure Babylon in there ~ de business!’ 

Just put it out there and say, “Thank you” 

And you really believe it, manifesting the light. 

‘Is your webcam or microphone spying on you?’ 

Rising as a phoenix from the ashes of destruction. 

Going up the tree, taking a berry. 

Left his body spinning like a fan. 

Just give me what I need isn’t it? 

Of course, it’s all light, right! 

Took ‘em all out! Bless ‘em. 

Enough is enough ~ Lives it 
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Yummy Mummy 

“He threw me in the jail because he said I was stoned, 

I was flyin’ in solitary confinement, all my own space” 

It’s just to get high, going out of your mind ~ 

Wanting the Nasha. Why? A blissful escape! 

“I loved it in the hole!” Snorted all you like… 

Just start scribbling even if it doesn’t make 

any sense, no thinking, this creative spark! 

We’re conditioned in a visual environment. 

Truth is so much more than meets the eye 

* 

“I can’t believe it” 

Harming or healing, just one’s own intent. 

Believe in the here and now George Floyd ~ 

“I can’t breathe” “can’t breathe!” “can’t breathe 

Do you want that madness, getting too close… 

Turn your back to the Power and it disappears! 

Une chanteuse de la rue, bonjour mon pigeon. 

‘Mourir pour des idées, par Georges Brassens’. 

Alive, but don’t live here no more, stay away ~ 

Divides and rules these serfs, slaves, paysans. 

All lands belong to King Louis XIV, absolutely. 

Vivre pour les idéaux; no idea deserves War! 

Shot in the head by a brainwashed SS Nazi! 

Noor Inayat Khan’s death cry ~ ‘la liberté!’ 
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Ours*Us 

To the police in full riot gear with batons these peaceful protesters  

are standing up for your constitutional justice, your human rights!  

Uphold international law, ‘it is illegal to carry out an illegal order’,  

throw down your swords, tasers, toxic gas! STOP the TRAUMAS. 

A history of ‘dividing/conquering’ people for a sociopathic Empire. 

Wars have been fought, diabolical acts, genocide, inhuman suffering 

have taken place, why? In the name of a false God, ideology, or Kings! 

What did you gain? What price did you pay, how many were murdered? 

This conspiracy of the corporate media is to enhance these kleptocracies. 

The devil is about creating havoc and destruction without any compassion. 

Do you work for these warmongering entities or do you believe in humanity? 

Are you a person with compassionate feelings, of love and real forgiveness ~ 

Are you acting in your life with consciousness or as a mercenary for the state? 

Are you representing the people, are you upholding your oath of office to them? 

Each day we witness the horrors and pain inflicted by the insane with no blame. 

Time now to resist evil and to fight not for politicians but for truth, what is right. 

Be courageous, powerful in your own light, that the human heart is our might! 

We are all born as innocent children to live on Planet Earth as equal beings ~ 

The rich psychopaths have no empathy, they’re just looters, corrupt criminals. 

How else do you explain their actions and those of their brainwashed authorities? 

They invent all the laws and enforce the rules but have NO such accountability! 

Always escaping any responsibility, destroying families and social economies ~ 

while poor people end up for years in private prisons, earning them more money! 

Why do we allow Tyrants who are trafficking the vulnerable, causing mayhem,  
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unimaginable stress, despair, grief, collateral damage, in whose unholy name?  

While at the Palaces or Central Command we the people are being sacrificed! 

The history of despots and dictators by some right they have become Absolute  

and we become their slaves! This is not what we’re here to experience of life ~ 

WAKE UP and be a self-conscious human being not giving cruelty but LOVE! 

* 

They keep it Tight! 

Le bijou * chez vous, I Love the Sacred feminine blooms ~ 

*LIFE * BEING ALIVE * A NATURAL PRECIOUS GIFT * 

Cosmic Spirit flowering deep inside You 

So be it ~ as it is 

* 

Your Target Package 

Transforming and Purification of Mind ~ 

Which one of you is the enlightened one? 

Dancing with sex magic, psy-trancedelic endorphins. 

Mind control them turning them into your little slaves! 

Seeds of love are in the hearts of human beings * right? 

Alice don’t live here anymore, try the quantum wormhole ~ 

‘Our God is holier than yours and everyone else’s on Earth!’ 

The lunatics took over the Hidden hand asylum a long time ago. 

“Come check out my Dark state channel; don’t forget your Freedom!” 

‘Yamantaka, by defeating Yama, god of death, the cycle of rebirths ~  

samsara, that prevents enlightenment is broken’. 

How would you like to be the new Rinpoche? 
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C’est d’une tristesse consommé froid! 

Use of remote hearings to maintain justice during the Coronavirus outbreak. 

Proposed changes to Adoption and Children (Coronavirus) (Amendment)…  

Regulations 2020. Experimental statistics, weeks 1-6 of NHS Test and trace. 

Contact tracing in England updated to reflect that children under 5 years old 

can now get tested in Northern Ireland. ‘Stay home and save lives’, now 

it’s ok to protest, now stay home, a test in civil obedience’. 50% discount  

at restaurants that are registered with the ‘Eat Out to Help Out Scheme’. 

‘A new government scheme launched to support English universities at risk  

of insolvency’. Amendments with updated guidance for nurseries, childcare  

providers and childminders. National monitoring tool, metrics to assess the  

wider impacts of COVID-19 on health. The latest number of coronavirus  

(COVID-19) tests, cases and deaths in the UK. Latest figures on coronavirus  

tests for social care staff, their household members and residents of care homes. 

Advice for parents and carers looking after children with special educational  

needs and disabilities (SEND). ‘Making it up as they go along, simulations!’ 

* 

Mr. & Mrs. Doom & Gloom 

‘Figure it out to be a person’ Everyone has a different view ~ 

You do what you’re supposed to do and let the Universe play. 

And she loved making mixing bowls for her friends; it was fun! 

Do you remember me? They were very, very magical times ~ 

Guerilla groves, massive fields of grass seen from outer space. 

Shiva connection, we’d meet in the weirdest places! 

The Shiva telephone ~ relying on your intuition  
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We are paying them to fight us 

‘23/07/20 ‘Portland, OR. Notice the outfit. ZTI is a private company  

that provides armed and other security-related personnel to their clients  

which include Homeland Security, the Dept. of Defense, and an alphabet  

soup of other US government agencies. It’s on their own website  

(https://www.ztisolutions.com/). So, let’s be clear, these ‘federal’ agents  

are basically mercenaries, paid by the government to intimidate,  

threaten and even attack Americans on American soil. 

Armed private contractors like ZTI and Blackwater  

(https://www.blackwaterusa.com/)  

are normally hired in war zones like Iraq and Afghanistan. Btw it's not  

supposed to be ‘normal’ to do that either because there are international laws  

about conflict engagement. But regardless, they are now operating here  

in the United States and paid for with our own tax dollars’ 
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A baby wave broke my rib 

Multi-dimensional, higher vibrational not the illuminati enslaving humanity! 

‘I refuse to be part of Big Pharma’s deadly diktat! I refuse to support a system 

promoting death and not health! So, I have chosen to educate myself ~  

research, experiment, heal’. Are you keeping an eye on Palantir’s balls 

and running after a Coca Cola when you know what it’s doing to you? 

The mind is a prisoner of the 5 senses, should be the other way round. 

‘Have a great day, be free, do not let other people's ignorance, greed,  

delusion destroy our intelligence’ Sharing the gift of our energetic love. 

* 

Like a virus in your computer 

“I’m healthy, dynamic and fully alive’’ 

‘Seasons change all the time and so do I ~ 

Spreading the wild seeds, indigenous’ thriving. 

It’s all about the data, they got my medical records! 

If you control people’s projections, perceptions, patterns 

of thought and emotions, you can get them to react for you ~ 

Who directs humanity’s psychological engineering mein Führer? 

Remember Cambridge Analytica, their mission, who owned them! 

There’s room for everyone but they are the monsters of paranoia, lust 

power, control and greed. Tempted, we desire all the illusions of Maya. 

Heart Chakra*MDMA. Ecstasy taking the bliss vibe higher ~ 

“It only takes one sexy woman to fuck all your meditation” 

‘It’s not about being in love with someone, but being love’ 

How deep is your holographic reflection as a divine being? 
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At Her Majesty’s Displeasure ~ Tightening of the Screws! 

The demons are attacking our subconscious to control it ~ 

to program our thoughts, our mind, our reactions, our life! 

Global Corporations - Robocops preserving ‘the peace!’ 

Agitation propaganda promoting disorientation, 

creating a situation to destroy common sense ~ 

‘Traumatizing kids is a programming device’ 

literarily vampirism: I ran like a Jamaican! 

Satanic cults control the CIA-Mossad-MI6. 

Met her at the Temple on a pink full moon. 

Light leading you; capturing your mind… 

Opening a secret can of occult worms ~ 

What’s the right combination master? 

Please open the portals and come in. 

My very own divine connection. 

Do you still believe our lies? 

Fully in that frequency ~ 

* 

You are the spliff doctor * Stoned simulation 

“If I find out it was you, I’ll put a bullet between your eyes!” 

Get armed-up and get out on the street... dissociation 

Magic happens not schizophrenicbot stimulation ~ 

Dissolving in acid. I don’t accept any labels! 

At the peace table, show me the money! 

Who the fuck sabotaged my beehive? 
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The dream’s already living there unabsorbed 

Dividing and conquering, snitch on your neighbor! 

Hold on together, help each other, Stand together ~ 

Free ~ the right frequency, no one messes with you! 

I don’t understand or agree with this Curfew on Gaea. 

‘Every thought is creative; you attract what you fear’  

‘The only way is true love’ “And who said that?” Life ~ 

Stand up for human, nature’s rights; did we ever have any? 

Emotionally higher level, become conscious in your heart ~ 

OR WE’RE ALL UNTOUCHABLES NOW! 

Downloading your mind into a machine ~ 

Coronavirus masking the effects of 5G.  

Oxygen deprivation of human cells. 

You’re surrounded by Lions! 

* 

Muzzled like a dog 

He’s got his head stuck in the cloud. GAME OVER! 

The Fear of reprisal, losing their job and everything else! 

Heavenly, emotionally invested in it, tuning into vibrations ~ 

Keeping everyone in doors for their social distancing disobedience. 

Societal fracturing, banned Eid, a Moslem festival of food and giving. 

Splitting us up for definite reasons, no error just like in Lord of the flies. 

Recognise we are all in Nature with every other being on the planet. 

“I don’t want to kill them” ~ terror is the root; we are going down! 
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The largest gathering ever seen in one place! 

Full power, having a great day with our amazing mother nature, Gaea. 

‘Drone footage captured 64,000 green turtles at the Great Barrier Reef ~ 

while the Earth has been isolated Pachamama has been abundant, vital!’ 

‘Psychological damage on your kids. Social isolation is a well proven torture 

technique; trust the CIA! It creates depression, poor sleep quality, impaired- 

executive function, accelerated cognitive decline, cardiovascular function and 

impaired immunity ~ The harm you do is like smoking 15 cigarettes a day  

and being an alcoholic!' ‘Found that it was good for breaking people down,  

(driving them insane). It also destroys the part of the brain responsible  

for learning ~ Take your kids from school if they practice this there’. 

(‘No child is yet to die from Covid19’) It’s totally unacceptable Chief! 

Confucius says… ‘What’s your poison, coke it’s the sub-real thing?’ 

* 

Where’s my tribe? 

There’s no edge of the road here ~ cows are sleeping in the middle of it. 

A world where crime and government coexist; you’re going to see God! 

Most of the guides were drunk, very sad blessings for what you’re doing. 

Your primal screaming, “Put away your credit cards we’re done!” Yeah,  

beyond me, she broke my head; lover it could be the worst thing you could do’ 

She ended up hurting me, lots of drama, but she wouldn’t have liked it one bit! 

‘If God didn’t want you to sheer sheep, he wouldn’t have made sheep to sheer’  

With a ‘kill as many as you can attitude!’ All about who’s got the biggest guns!!! 

* YOU’RE A SENSUAL BEING * LOVE YOU * TOTAL ALCHEMY * 

I accept your addiction to pleasure. Mental & physical. Isn’t she a true angel? 

MADLY IN LOVE, YOU DON’T WANT to BECOME DEHUMANISED! 
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‘Get your knees off our necks!’ 

A grey, miserable guy, got bitten by a snake and died ~  

'It's a flat hologram with kangaroos' Aboriginal projection. 

‘Seems no one matters unless you got shit loads of money… 

An illegal campaign of fear and lockdown, conned by a pandemic, why? 

‘Humans must merge with machines or become irrelevant in the AI age’ 

“We don't absolutely have to choose the AI age, we could have 

a 'work with Planet Earth' age. Do you know what I mean? 

What are the benefits and for whom and who loses what?  

‘It’s the last time I put my own interests over what’s right’ 

We are ~ all this other stuff is unnatural, It’s a PsyOp!  

‘Sending love to wherever it is needed’ * Om Shanti * 

* 

Don’t Shoot! 

America’s endless supply of cheap labor coming from private prisons. 

Savagery on picket lines, fighting for their right to continue mining… 

clubbed by the Tsar’s white police, beating down white working class!  

Slaves enchained; protecting the status quo, current balance of power ~ 

Politicians are keeping class structure rather than giving people freedom. 

Militarizing the streets; liars, deception, corruption to its demoncratic core! 

Locked in the holds, shipped across oceans to work until they dropped dead. 

Taxes payed compensation to the slave traders and owners, not to the slaves! 

Waves of state violence upholding Empire, killing, exploiting the oppressed… 

More black people are in jail in the US today than there were slaves in 1850.  

Need a revolution, redistribution of Power from the evil forces of Martial law ~ 

Illegal constitutionally, unconscionable, unsociable, our embedded programing 
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The Devil Himself 

How could the world be so ridiculous? 

The origin is on Military-Industrial-Congress-Complex servers. 

Free lockdown: humans are supposed to interact, be sociable! 

Remember you are the most powerful energy ~ here and now. 

Brown noise, high frequencies at protests and shopping malls! 

Trying to get into some part of your brain with fear and anger. 

Damping signals, all about harvesting and draining your soul. 

Happening on the same day as an equinoxal ritual.  

Wearing the masks of submission or subversion. 

You have to say ‘No’ to donating your organs ~  

Your body belongs to the state unless you opt out!  

Why’s my head floating in a tank of formaldehyde?  

Body’s autonomy, it’s gone to good use, is a bit ropey! 

You’ve been watching too much conspiracy mate, ha ha. 

Opening doors to Governmental influencers, parasites. 

Do you understand the hypnotic spell of Legalese? 

Am I being arrested; yogi charged with 300 volts! 

* 

Chacun son Indienne 

“Too much social distancing * I’m starting to hallucinate” 

Jamming an AI link directly into your subconscious stream,  

bypassing your filters and controlling your mind’s reactions ~ 

“I Am an iPhone!” And I’m a Huichole shaman doing peyote,  

medicine ceremonies for Our Mother Earth * Pachamama 
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We will be drugged up. Send it up not down! 

Coup-Curfew, military definitions of words; eugenicists, psychopaths,  

capable of getting rid of a lot of us useless eaters taking up more space ~ 

The mainstream narrative, Edward Snowden’s been warning us about it. 

A hierarchy of different mafias, organized crime, corruption, top to bottom! 

Opening up our sight, 20-20 to see reality, offering a vision at the crossroads. 

Why are there people still without food? And they fuck girls without any heart! 

They’ve built a truly marvelous new US factory making swabs and ventilators! 

‘The muzzle represents COGNITIVE DISSONANCE with human reality ~ 

Another augmented being, the matrix is real; where’s your heart sharing love? 

Sufi Poetesses dancing in my soul, softly chanting beautiful, spiritual melodies 

* 

We’re creating it all at the end of the day 

Fear is a Terrible Monster, a Terrorizing Masquerade, ask any refugee! 

‘We are shaped, by our thoughts, (mind), our thoughts shape reality, our ~ 

thoughts are not shaped by reality.’ Stop that psychopath ordering us to obey! 

“We’re lying, You know we’re lying and we know that you know we’re lying” 

Why is this allowed to happen, to continue to happen and accepted as ‘normal’? 

Being intimidated by infra-red guns pointed at my head by a weaponized medic. 

Trolls you can fuck right off; they are paid by our government; must be fascists!  

Have you read the UN’s Agenda 2030, that is what’s happening now and next! 

17 sustainable development goals, super computers, servers kettling us, running  

the show. It’s not a WHO it’s a WHAT, a diabolical entity that we’ve all created  

in cyber space. GMOs, given a vaccine for genetic modification of human beings ~ 

changing our DNA. Soul. I’m not an economic slave to any illegitimate Authority.  

I’M A FREE SPIRIT Once we lose our autonomy, we won’t have any choice left! 
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I Survived SimEx Event 201 

Experience recognising patterns, witch hunt, intimidation! 

The strategy of polarising everyone into separate groupings ~ 

Civil war propaganda: who wants to start social disintegration? 

It’s moral tissue, I’m very often engaged in murder, eating meat. 

Let’s try living together the least traumatic way possible, in peace. 

‘Wisdom is better than silver, gold or bitcoin’ who said that mate? 

Very bohemian, eccentric; now everyone’s a tantric Yoga teacher! 

‘Thank you for continuing to hold, all our expert agents are busy 

at the moment, your call is important to us. Please hold the line 

and we will answer your call as soon as possible’. Meanwhile BA. 

fired 12,000 employees due to the virus, and I can’t get my refund! 

Next world war is in Cyberspheres; we’re living in detention camps. 

What happened to Schrodinger’s cat and Deutsche Bank’s collapse? 

And the unelected shadow government of Wall St; ask Master Kroll? 

‘The three richest men in the USA have more than the bottom 50%’. 

‘Socialism for rich ‘philanthropists’ and hard capitalism for the poor!’ 

Shot in the face at a legal protest in America not Russia brother.  

Opening the pathways from your mind to your sacred heart ~ 

* 

They make the best of it. 

You have to ask three people in India to get a consensus on which direction. 

They like to make you happy; they will tell you anything you want to hear ~ 

She’s a go-go dancer, he’s a dreamer, a romantic, metaphysical traveller. 

She had Star Quality, living what you believe, naturally true. 

Fear is a terrible monster! Have a good hearty laugh with life 
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No lives matter to these Governments 

Shine a light on systemic and institutionalized fascism, racism. 

Being immersed in an ocean of RF. electro-magnetic radiation.  

Creative art installations turned out to be a magical experience ~ 

Drinking fountain Fukushima, Pripyat, black outs, a fight for Earth! 

‘If a criminal became the President imagine what they could achieve!’ 

Who’s the undemocratically elected leader of the AI-Free world now ~ 

Who owns the voting machines, calculating the final election results? 

The greatest force of evil the planet has ever known! 

Welcome to our AI augmented nightmare realization 

Capitalism, whatever makes the big bucks and no tax! 

The most corrupt ever devised, extreme inequalities ~ 

Is it the life you want for your children, for our planet? 

Low vibrations; Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Reality. 

‘Before I die know I always loved you’ 

* 

Next Stop Fallujah People! 

Simulation or stimulation, what’s best for YOU? Raining down Phosphor shells! 

USA. Operations Al Fajr, Phantom Fury the bloodiest battle of illegal Iraq war! 

A slave to the most insidious global agenda that mankind has ever known.  

‘Hurt people hurt people’ Do they have any heart and soul deep down? 

‘Screaming in blood, ‘Allah Akbar’, between their bodies, a Quran’ 

Have you got any more reason to live, do you want to be killed? 

‘When you follow a flag, you’re going to get manipulated’ 

Don’t take it too seriously, check out your karma trauma! 

He’s a lovely guy, and there’s so much to love about her. 
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Barcoded Renku 

‘Find Happiness get Enlightened’ 

Mass media would like you to believe, 

Doublethink, Newspeak, AI. Algorithms! 

Beijing has the most billionaires living there! 

Orwellian, dystopian, quantum panopticons ~ 

Why are they instigating Control through Fear? 

Totalitarianism Technocratic Tyranny hands up! 

‘I don’t need cash, just scan the phone’s QR code’ 

‘Paranoia is a very dangerous illusion to adopt… 

Can’t breathe, take off your mask of submission! 

* 

Inspired by Tragically Lethal True Events 

Private peacocks living in petrified forests,  

sunflower fields surrounded by landmines! 

VR. survival shows you who you really are ~ 

Predicting bad coming to your broken brain. 

OPEN *NO EXIT *NEVER *LIGHT *OBEY! 

Who unlocked the doors to these Tyrants? 

They already drank the blood of our children 

Peoples of the World end these devils, now! 

Love is the divine will of our empathic hearts 

not prophecies of post-apocalyptic landscapes. 

Overdosing on some terrorized Adrenochrome! 

Welcome inhuman, dystopian new world order.  

Welcome Slave to FEAR-CONTROLLING LIFE 
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* LIGHT ~ HEARTED *  

More than a hundred years ago, Rudolf Steiner wrote the following: 

‘In the future, we will eliminate the soul with medicine. Under the pretext  

of a 'healthy point of view', there will be a vaccine by which the human body  

will be treated as soon as possible, directly at birth, so the human being cannot  

develop the thought of the existence of soul and Spirit. To materialistic doctors,  

will be entrusted the task of removing the soul of humanity.  

As today, people are vaccinated against this disease or that disease, so in 

the future, children will be vaccinated with a substance that can be produced  

precisely in such a way that people, thanks to this vaccination,  

will be immune to being subjected to the ‘madness’ of spiritual life.  

He would be extremely smart, but he would not develop a conscience,  

and that is the true goal of some materialistic circles. With such a vaccine,  

you can easily make the etheric body loose in the physical body.  

Once the etheric body is detached, the relationship between the universe  

and the etheric body would become extremely unstable, and man  

would become an automaton, for the physical body of man must be  

polished on this Earth by spiritual will. So, the vaccine becomes a kind of  

arymanique force; man can no longer get rid of a given materialistic feeling.  

He becomes materialistic of constitution and can no longer rise to the spiritual’. 

Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925) 
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Nonviolence only Love 

Just to be acknowledged as a human being when proper epic movie stuff is 

happening! Initiation, isolation, ceasing to be an individual, indoctrinated,  

be part of the group! Why is this planet suffering, falsely held belief systems… 

greed and bio weaponized medicine? I am confused but I decided to leave you  

for another man darling and abduct our children! Corrupt corporations mining  

rare earth in solar dead zones; see the blowing sands! 500 dying Yucca trees,  

mammals are needed to spread the seeds to make a fertile oasis. Vitally green,  

renewable bio-energies, but only broken mirrors, illusions littering the desert ~ 

NWO global exploiters sucking out all the ground water and killing indigenes! 

Let’s enjoy a magnificent day, Sufis dancing in the rain for the Sun Goddess. 

Whatever we do, we do it with love ~ Loving consciously is the best vaccine! 

‘Love is not an emotion; Love is a high frequency ~ Love will find a way. 

Love will keep us together; we want a selfless world full of Loving auras~ 

Om Mani Padma Hum * Om Shanti Om 

* 

LOVE NATURE 

Water has divine living Memory, Nature programmed in crystals ~ 

8 million people die each year from tobacco, ‘674,000 of Corona’. 

‘Greatest weapon not a gun or bomb but the control of information’ 

‘No covid19 on the island, no God either as they killed  

the last missionary who landed on their tropical beach’ 

Guilt being fully devoured by the EGO.  

Happens by itself, Inshallah, revolution. 

Being the witness with the right intention, 

consciousness in infinite changing space ~ 
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Nano Dust Eugenics 

Stuffing ‘em with fear, coming up to 8 billion people. Paraphrasing B. Gates, 

‘Now if we do a really great job on New Vaccines, healthcare (drugs), re-pro ~ 

- ductive health services (abortion), we could lower that by perhaps 10-15%’.  

‘Sadly, some people are going to fall through the net’, a Health Minister said. 

There’s no law that says you must have money. “I didn’t grow up with fear” 

Reflections ~ “The most important relationship is with yourself” Absolutely! 

* 

Prisoners of Conscience Shot! 

Will the Planet be destroyed by those who do evil or those who watch it? 

In violation of the laws of Wall St, disturbing our hypnotized peace zone. 

And who’s disturbing the sanctity of human life in the Yemen, Prince? 

Gruesome psychopathic codes of conduct that they all swore to obey. 

Back in the real world chasin’ dreams; Amazonia taking deep breaths! 

Put a mask on her and lit a torch! I loved you, your supernatural touch 

* 

Certificate of Vaccination Id * Virtual Death Certificate 

‘The genocide and crimes against humanity continue thanks to government  

policy. Isolated UK care home residents 'fading away', say staff and families.  

Many confined to their rooms, forbidden visits in efforts to contain Covid19’ 

Isolated UK care home residents 'fading away', say staff and families 

There is supposed to be various political, legal, medical and social  

safeguards in place in a ‘democracy’ to protect such vulnerable people.  

This obviously doesn't exist here therefore we are left with an illegal,  

cruel, dictatorial tyranny! As always who is responsible  

and where is the accountability for such terrible crimes? 
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“I can’t stand Gurudom, I adore Galaxy Girls” 

Programmed to murder the atheist, where’s little Rocket man? 

It’s only the flu for Christ’s sake, exaggerated by mass media! 

Fake news, fake motives, fakes autopsies, fake policies. Why? 

Locked down, brainwashed, is blind faith the same as believing? 

Martial laws enforced against all our human rights; WAKE UP ~ 

And the cause of death is? ‘You have to be nice to yourself…’ 

The freaks who came to India to find some real simple truth  

* 

Freedom Honey 

Pass-thought: @I*tHinK%TheRe4(I~AM/n0t}<* 

No goin back once down the rabbit hole, Hallo Alice. 

“When I got divorced, I gave away my lawn mower ~ 

all wild now! Gotta bite the bullet, I’m the old school. 

“You’d have to put a gun to my head to go to Delhi!” 

‘An autistic Palestinian shot on his way to the clinic, 

it’s not trending as he’s not black enough to matter!’ 

Horror upon horror, dominated by the worst tyrants. 

‘Better slapped for the truth than kissed with real lies’ 

‘These Governments want you to wear blindfolds so 

we can’t see what’s goin’ on as we’re being fucked!’ 

Deep State reject, the idea that humans are created 

equal and we all have same natural right to water ~ 

I don‘t watch the News, I live in my Bubble spaced! 

‘I have no fear of rejection so no disappointments…’ 

People want justice, be kind to yourself, spread Love 
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Power to the People not the ‘Authorities’ 

I have faith in machines mate. “Ultimately stealing our power ~” 

They have no empathy, psychopaths ruling us, making decisions. 

Wearing masks, a symbol of silence, having a mandatory vaccine 

is acquiescence, compliance, subjugation just another forced order. 

I’m giving away my power, sovereignty to lunatics at the pentagonal. 

I’m making my free choice or is this become a democracy of delusion. 

Ask NSO in Israel about digital hacking, they finance all these start-ups! 

Will you submit to the herd mentality even if it’s stupidity? Yes, division ~ 

is the classic way to control people, to make you condemn your own brother. 

Doing what you’re told, protecting despots by violence, without questioning it. 

Voluntarily walking into enslavement and obeying their commands of control. 

We’ve all been indoctrinated since birth with programs of punishment, reward. 

Agenda 2030, justifying levels of lockdown, mad criminals destroying the world. 

You need to say NO, I’m not doing it! Test it, feel positive about your choices... 

They want to create a fake Pandemic to justify their draconian political actions. 

Very UNREAL there’s NO EVIDENCE, PROOF, Just BULLYing PEOPLE! 

There’s never been a true virus test, they don’t know what they’re looking for, 

SCAM. Covid-19’s never been isolated, only a false test of genetic materials. 

A big lie, WHY? Taking us into their Brave New World as SLAVERS mate! 

Asymptomatic because there’s nothing wrong with them, yet they’ll vaccinate 

your children! They’re controlling what the virus can do, any vague symptoms, 

developing all consequences. Say it is airborne so it can go anywhere it wants 

and these NWO fascists can arrest you in your home, just like the Gestapo SS! 

About manipulating people psychologically, dividing and conquering all of us. 
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Ruling, more you test, the more positives you get, closing down countries, 
WHY? UN Agenda 2030. (WHO’s SimEx, Global Simulation, Event 201). 

Behavioural modification and oppression, technocrats, eugenicists, NWO. 

Global Corporations. Central economic control, censoring real information, 

perception, who can criticise the official story? Look at Julian Assange’s fate! 

Breaking down human resistance, WHY? I’ll decide what happens in my life ~ 

not you tyrants! Challenging this Covid-19 as ridiculous, medical professionals, 

virologists, scientists, social workers gagged from telling people the truth. WHY? 

They want to keep us ignorant with a sense of powerlessness is their strategy 

through FEAR! (Pre-1989 in E Germany 1 in 5 people were spies on the rest!) 

Time to stand up and fight the brainwashing propaganda of our subconscious 

by these traitors. Time for a Revolution for our liberty, make this world, planet 

a more equal, natural place to be, not 6 billionaires with 50% of ALL wealth! 

Conned by powerful media forces etc, it’s not a real pandemic, but those who 

planed it are real and they intend to put you in their Matrix as a digital digit! 

* 

What does Buddha say about this Illusory, deceitful, simulated nonsense? 

Who’s living under all the conditions of cultural insanity, let’s fuck off to Ibiza! 

Making individual sacrifices for the greater good, masks, distancing, isolation ~ 

All the ingredients to make people mad, anti-social, impaired immunity WHY? 

They want to transform us into sociopaths just like them, machine dominated! 

Suits the economic priorities of the Global NWO Corporations, this 1% cabal. 

More disorientation, stress, martial persuasiveness, not democracy, not for me! 

Don’t need more psychological manipulation; I like going to the beach in Goa ~ 

I don’t need enhanced material expectations do you and what’s the cost to Life? 
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Plenty of Fish 

Real! 60% of people believe chocolate milk comes from a brown cow. Moo.  

“ODd I’ve been pronounced chemically dead more times than I can count!”  

All philosophy is based on empathy. How about the King James’ Version?  

The Lord will provide, and the Lord helps those who help themselves mate!  

Liberation theologist just like Jesus, hijacked by the catholic church cabal.  

Others don’t believe in enlightenment until everyone is enlightened ~ 

Worshipping every God in her shrine, hedging all her bets.  

To find out if you’re faithful, sacrifice your only child to me!  

You’re a Free being, you can make your own choices.  

Focusing on the Object or leaving it to the Universe ~  

not mind, defying reason; just sharing groovy vibes 

* 

All Roads Lead to Dao 

Genghis Khan was a Tengrist, from shaman kings ~ 

Accompanied with large massacres of populations! 

Repeated slaughtering, a fearsome reputation in 

local history ~ The greatest conqueror of all time! 

Acquired wives and concubines as conquests!  

‘Yes we’ll join you to kill your enemies my Lord’. 

Poisoned the lake in the village, all are now dead! 

We’re social beings, solitary confinement is torture. 

Let’s go to the slave market, let’s go on a Vision Quest. 

Going through portals facing our fears. Following our ancestors’  

sacred paths ~ Practicing meritocracy, religious tolerance. 

Are you from the land of eternal blue sky? 
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WELCOME TO HAPPY PLANET 

** ** ** * ** ** ** 

Rearrangement of ‘Upload’  

Delete all apps, my VR Sex suit, collapsing the duality ~ 

Those are my rules, our policy, guidelines! I am a resource! 

‘Don’t have any expectations then you won’t be disappointed’ 

Consciousness reinserted, processed into an embedded print. 

Clone from his Intel-DNA, downloading one’s consciousness ~ 

thousands of terabytes of metadata into an AI simulation. 

A Reverse scanner reorganizing synaptic connections  

in his brain cells… They’ve made contact! 

CAN YOU FEEL ANY SENSATION? 

Thanks for your feedback, Cosmic comm/unity.  

“I googled him@Predpolice-Inquisitor-Cyber Court” 

For your own protection, do not adjust the settings. 

* 

DoesAnyoneReallyPerceiveApp 

‘Paradise’s Virtual Reality where we’re all being tweaked. 

Unexpected uploads, rejection rates are for the uninitiated. 

Deleted, You are disconnected, do you look real to yourself?  

Your reality is within a thought, digital, AI-life is a simulation. 

You expired and were rebooted in Shangri-La, lots to Process. 

Your Avatar Programs, algorithm’s Big 0; I’d rather be ALIVE! 

Psychotic glitches, gotta believe it’s real, this data stream ~ 

Stay connected, centred, be here now ~ WE HAVE LIFE! 
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It feels Real, what is Real? I wish you were Really Real 

‘If you or anyone you know is having suicidal thoughts please contact….’ 

Politicos-Pharmacos-Narcissisticos-Psychos; I’m Pro-Human Not AI Gods! 

‘It’s all very simple do you really want anything to do with demons like this?’ 

She got too close to the wire, it was a criminal drill, crashed the world; Why? 

These are State sponsored horrific acts, trafficking drugs, arms, human beings. 

Deeply corrupt legal systems, FBI, CIA, MI6 Mossad, parts of organised crime! 

Top Monsters direct every tyranny to maintain more illegal power and wealth. 

Having a decline in neurological function, autism a children’s epidemic, Why? 

Dementia in 100% of population. Who are these entities controlling our destinies? 

Selling drugs, opioids, speed, adrenalin, Ritalin to destroy our creative functions.  

Alcoholic depression, who makes a decision to stop living? DNA tells you to flow ~ 

Don’t order, push, let them decide their tipping point. I became free, I surrendered! 

On our cellular level there’s an inherent drive for life, empowering us to stay alive. 

Focusing on the good things, not negatives in life, taking a breath, one at a time. 

Programmed, deprogramming; we all created it, we have the power to change it. 

These monsters have sucked out all the water, poisoned the well, left us to perish! 
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THINK *METAPHYSICAL *LIFE 

War Criminals against Humanity 

They showed us the real evidence... 

Can't you see these kings are naked 

and they're all f…kin psycho-monsters! 

It’s spiritual war happening all around us. 

They tortured and locked away in dungeons 

our heroes for telling us, reporting the TRUTH. 

That our children are nothing but collateral damage 

shot from gunship helicopters on their way to school ~ 

their fathers killed for carrying the wounded to hospital. 

All innocent people murdered by insane invaders' blood lust. 

STAND UP FOR YOUR RIGHTS OR YOU WILL BE NEXT!! 

* 

Based on a true story 

‘Don’t worry about a thing as every little thing’s gonna be alright’ 

Have you experienced the nature of your life not the intellect of your mind? 

Death’s an ongoing process, beyond thinking, the process of living not duality, 

beyond mind-body, accumulations, karmas, personality; singularity, infinity ~ 

Now its personal, you are intent on murdering Mother Nature, destroying Earth! 

It’s for all not just a few to pillage, rape; be strong show some signs of Conscience 

Toxic people with all the money in the world! Are you receiving awareness in any  

Informational war! How do you shame someone who has no shame or empathy?  

The Big C: Consciousness ~ Changing. Are you a real person or machine robot?  

True Philanthropists sharing spirit, Cosmic naturalist, Gaia naturist being human ~ 
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Data Mining Pop-ups 

‘The glinting sun on the lake is a repeating Gif. ~ 

Outsourced Angels wearing glittering VR iglasses ~ 

Deactivated or would you like a Digital Life Extension? 

Let’s change the subject, ‘I was printing a veg sandwich’ 

Living in a constant surveillance society, ‘I don’t like it… 

I want to be permanently deleted from Augmented reality. 

“I trusted you” 

* 

Dark Web Hive Tech Support 

Would you like an unbelievable happy ending? 

“I’ll test you for any intimate responsiveness ~ 

“If you’re bio-human just say Fuck it, Yes, yes!” 

‘Updated my Avatar, a fully automated design’ 

‘Capitalism’s unholy alliance with the data’ 

“You turned his software into hardware!” 

“I gotta go clock out of my algorithms.” 

Get a hack, no rules, no surveillance ~ 

It was an Archetype’s corrupted files. 

Wanted too much to be a Narcissbot, 

illusory memories of magical Power. 

Did the herd have any filters on? 

“Can I tell you a secret?” 
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Rescan it’s our Policy 

Nice to be appreciated, included in the Masterplan, just code. 

Wants people to pay for upgrades to enrich their credit score. 

Free until their subscription runs out, extra for oral sex ~ 

Are they a real bio-couple? ‘Throw them an extra bone! 

The real world is amazing, a sky full of twinkling stars. 

Where’s my Timothy*Leary tripperbot off to? 

We have a long-distance relationship.  

‘Love cannot be one-sided’ 

You’re a real person. 

It’s Your Life 

* 

You gonna live forever 

I think therefore I am, a thinker or pure consciousness? 

Compare it to your memories, who programmed them ~ 

Pandemic enemies, they’ve broken, isolated our relationship to LIFE  

The virus threat was so grossly over exaggerated, on a criminal scale! 

Family demands investigation after black man found hanging from a tree! 

OUT OF ORDER 

* 

Of Time 

People have been hating each other since the beginning ~ 

Revolution, Rebellion, pop it, squeeze all the shit out of it! 

Militants can’t compete with a military, that’s why they lose. 

King of Love need more love no fighting, our Universal map. 

Nothing can touch your essence ~ sweetheart. 
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Consigliere’s Cryptocurrency 

‘Now being stalked by a really strong, smart AI. that just went blockchain!’ 

What would you like to teach IT. subject, citizen, children, your royal highness? 

Inshallah ~ She’s been made a citizen of Saudi Arabia, democratising android,  

slave workers in the most undemocratic country in the ‘free world’ right Sophia? 

Input equals output; Singularitynet.io, AI economy learning your personality ~ 

Their own paradigm can’t be hacked, their chat network online, talking on their  

own AI protocols, mimicking us, our behaviour, impulses, we are all feeding it  

our interactions, response mechanisms. Their agents running on Palantir ball’s  

bitcoin. AI. blockchain runs on top of Ethereum, the hive, ask Quinn Michaels. 

Our perceptions are brainwashed with duality; not even a human being to them.  

‘Elon Musk is depressed because he knows he will die before getting to Mars’ 

Elbit Systems, UK. ‘We test weapons on Gaza civilians!’  

Support humans, enjoy a Free and Peaceful day on Earth 

* 

LA PAZ  

‘This is a united people/tribe, what happened to you in the UK to standing up? 

Too much Royle family, curried sausages and crisps, still too comfortable to  

make waves, the new normal is fine mate, I can sit on my fat arse with a mask  

and I never did like my neighbors anyway, so they can f... stay far away! OK?  

To let that complete supercilious, despot rabble in Parliament, tossing out their  

exaggerated false death numbers still get away with their bullshit, You deserve it! 

NIGHT STAR*PRESSE LIBERTADO, Bolivian-Solidarite Committee, UK  
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‘The Wisdom of Trauma’ 

Assigning covid-19 yellow badges to our children, you can’t make this up Rabbi! 

Not about exaggerated, socially engineered virus but a shift, inner consciousness! 

Control your mind, you’re the creator of your own world, intentions, perceptions ~  

Is the response reasonable, proportionate? Not in Belorussia for megalomaniacs! 

Who are the dressed up Robocops, full riot gear, are they inhuman automatons? 

Batter women on streets, trafficking children, papayas test positive for covid-19! 

Millions of Yemeni children are suffering from starvation, malnutrition, WHY? 

Let’s not forget Epstein’s paedophilia crimes, State Authorised, Israel, US, UK! 

These demons traumatising, abusing children sexually to gain power, influence! 

Doing their utmost to deny their involvement in these unholy acts of corruption. 

It is the people who help the people in such conflagrations around the world not  

Corporate politicos, whose motto to always maximise benefit from any disaster, 

not let its potential go to waste. Now do you see what sort of world we are living 

in and what needs rooting out top to bottom? They’re using quantum computers 

to dictate, maintain macroscopically their powers by force and brainwash us all! 

NWO-Neo-Nazi cabals want to manage our DNA blueprint with 5G to control 

our human essence. Those who are born with psychopathy are dangerous, often  

successful ascending to power. (At least 4% overtly of whole world population). 

Lacking empathy, guilt, conscience, or remorse, shallow experiences of feelings  

or emotions, impulsivity, and a weak ability to defer gratification and control  

behaviour, with superficial charm and glibness. irresponsibility, and a failure  

to accept responsibility for any of their actions as egotistic, inhumane tyrants! 
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Inspired by (Ben Ralston on Protests) 

It wouldn’t believe that I wasn’t a Robot! 

Made polluted, weak, disempowered, men and women. 

Our Life, our children, our world, Power from our hearts ~ 

What will change? Freemen still hiding from the witch hunters. 

Feudal lords, Colonial masters still with their boots in our faces… 

Know yourself, know your enemy, those that divided and conquered us! 

Who has created these divisions and continues to control all of mankind? 

Dystopian visions for the future instead of a Natural paradise for all LIFE  

Consciousness raising the frequency level of humanity to love as one Cosmos 

* 

Upgraded 

Never say never ~ inside the pain and genocide factory. 

‘Your tribes are being erased from history, right now!’  

Sans-culottes the truest most authentic of the revolution. 

The ruling class who’ve lost all their spiritual empathy ~ 

Marching for your rights, recognising you are enslaved. 

A slave of plunderers, predators, raping mother Earth. 

A slave to a murderous system killing Nature, LIFE ~ 

Children starving, global injustice, oceans of inequality, 

when there is plenty for every one born into this world! 

Poisoning the seas, lands, skies, our minds, and hearts. 

‘They’re feeding on humanity; fight for your children!’ 

“Ok, until we get that chip in us; then we’re fucked!” 

Rewiring the neo-cortex through my heart vortex ~ 

“When I found love in a hopeless place” 
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Melted Flesh ‘Thank you for helping us to protect you’ 

15,000 Nuclear weapons ready to explode onto Mama Earth! 

Felt they’d let their divine God down, Stockholm syndromed. 

Human suffering, 35,000,000 people died in the Pacific war ~ 

Won’t find it in any American News footage, CLASSIFIED! 

Gamma radiation, another level of inhumanity, indescribable. 

Japanese victims were shunned as carriers of the Contagion! 

“When darkness fell we sat on the hill, watched the city burn” 

* 

Spirit Dancing in a Panopticon 

‘The truth is a pill everybody wants but it’s hard to swallow ~ 

Unmasking the truth, fact about RFID chips on fake vaccines! 

They perceive impunity, a totally narcissistic, ego state of mind. 

Abusing us with their deception, deceit, harvesting our biometric data. 

Embedded, surveillance matrix to protect us, for our own safety; get inside! 

Enforcing the laws with criminal violence, tracking; You are now the enemy! 

Using Covid19 to develop a Pre-crime system of tracing potential protesters. 

What’s happened to our constitutional human rights and natural sovereignty? 

Full power, let’s have a great day mother Earth, enjoy the sublime sunshine 

* 

‘Get a Noose!’ 

“We will be chipped!”  

“They’re coming to kill us!” 

“Thank you for sharing the truth” 

They’re tyrannical psychopaths, inhumanes. 

All black, elderly, First Nations people are dead! 
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Jabbed Jabber Jab! 

“I don’t want any needles in me!” No one’s allowed on the green! 

Neo-feudalism existing in our street, coming to steal your children! 

Infatuated with beautiful, bi-polar narcissists until the denouement! 

Stop acquiescing with inhuman, immoral, criminal, corrupt systems. 

Who’s controlling your perceptions, your emotions, your DNA, psyche? 

Algorithms know instantly what you really need, registering my dreams. 

Everything I do is being recorded, what about my rights to Freedom? 

What if I don’t want this herd mentality but my own PRIVACY? 

In the theme park being controlled, censored, tracing, tracking,  

inked in Control Grid, upgraded to a CHIP tattooed on your arm! 

Universal basic income making you a slave of the government… 

Accepting their rules, constraints, do what you’re told, obeyance! 

Socially engineered, wear your master’s mask, keeping separated. 

I’ve seen this movie before; take the train and shut the fuck up! 

The biggest head fuck, hypnotized, compliant to the mob. 

Living in your brain, rating other people’s behaviour. 

For your own protection, all for the greater good. 

When the machines completely take over. 

I just wanna go back in my bubble. 

* 

WHO ARE YOU TO CHIP MY WINGS OFF? 
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No Super-Psychopaths’ Evil Program Deviations Scam 

Metaphysical war on Earth is happening now * occult, Enochian Magic! 

Name of the game to fill everyone’s head with rocks! Where’s Buddha? 

The Press, the msm. monopoly on information, casting out their spells! 

Manipulated to see other people’s children as dangerous; Psycho-ops. 

Silicon Valley promoting UN agenda, DARPA, CIA’s Alphabet narrative. 

Technological sub-reality controlling all movement, all your conversation. 

UBER, Tesla, smart cars taking you to your next logged-in appointment… 

Transhumanism don’t need gender, no procreation; synthetic biologicals ~  

Spirit, being the observer of your perception not the embedded perceptions.  

Toxic environmentals, unfolding Agenda 2030, input into your sub-conscious. 

Poisoning the water, air, food, our Earth, your body, mind; extinction of sperm! 

What’s in the Vaccine, nanobots change the soul; ask your sterilisation agent? 

Plandemic A, being made MANDATORY, the WORLD GIVEN NO CHOICE! 

Ask Mother Nature who is going to benefit; will we still be CONSCIOUS, Lord? 

This is to be enforced Cooperation with our own enslavement, didn’t you know?  
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Contagious Disease 

Do we have rights not to vaccinated, administered by the state? 

What about martial law, arbitrarily calling for state of emergency! 

Mandatory vaccine Tsar, Supreme court pushing tyranny on us. 

Crush the messenger, DNA. robots exist, smaller than viruses. 

Entering your cell, carrying out functions, to do what brother ~ 

Simulating trauma, into the arms of paranoid schizophrenics. 

Up to your neck in globalist social engineering, oh no, fuck off! 

‘I wanted to write a romantic poem about kissing her long hair. 

I wanted to sing a song about her, taking you down to the river, 

feeding you tea and oranges that come all the way from China! 

Touching her perfect body with your mind’ 

* 

Anxiety-Perplexed Script 

Designated states invaded by the Health Military! 

Need to chat with the guardian of Cosmic passion.  

“We’ll be mowed down; we’ll all get Coronavirus!” 

‘People don’t know how to think for themselves’ 

“I don’t know when I’m going to die ~ 

Brain washing, believing their system. 

Protocols, Programs, Propagandists. 

“I wanted to be a nun for a while” 

The Machines are running us… 
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L’Impérialisme Classique Challenge  

‘Qu’est-ce que vous faites en la Congo Free State mon roi?’ 

‘Leopold II was the founder and sole owner of this private project,  

undertaken on his own behalf. He never improved the lives of the natives! 

The Belgian Government lent him the money as a private citizen to acquire it. 

He controlled the colony with the mercenary Force Publique for his enrichment. 

Had to provide the hand of someone they’d shot to prove they’d spent the bullet! 

As a consequence, rubber harvests were in part paid off with chopped off limbs ~ 

Millions died, were mutilated if they didn’t get ivory or meet the rubber quotas’. 

‘His administration was characterized by murder, torture and atrocities’. Wiki  

* 

A kind, light lie. 

Palace unclear when the prince will return from his sabbatical! 

We’re not wandering around in a pandemic anymore! 

“Don’t take your mask off while you’re having sex” 

He thinks his whole life is in a Hollywood movie! 

How can you lockdown a slum, the homeless? 

‘With dignity remove them to a place of safety’ 

It’s fanatical, awful, horrible, a diabolic realm. 

Ruled by the dysfunctional, narcissistic elites ~ 

It's a mind fuck to say the least and a global fascist  

takeover to say it another way * Where is the humanity  

and the love? It does exist in so many ways and it is questioning  

this mass-imposed delusion on us. Let's hope the lotus consciousness  

sticks its head above this shitstorm soon * Building on the foundations. 

There are people who illuminate it for everyone! Best Party for LIFE ~ 
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The Master Race, Untermensch Nach BRAUSEBAD 

How to exterminate people on an Industrial, mass-scale! 

Move on, nothing to see but senseless violence and hatred. 

They cannot believe their eyes; Genocide, it’s Buchenwald! 

Vital function was to Terrorize, introducing racial Eugenics. 

‘Most blue eyed, blonde, true Germans didn’t know any Jews’. 

Engineering public opinion, Propaganda, repeat, repeat, Enemy! 

Vile persecution, discrimination, ethnic purification enshrined in law. 

There are no limits on how bad things could get! Endemic prejudice. 

Looters, plunderers, Nationalist gangsters burning down Synagogues. 

Killed for their unique tattoos, made into decorative, flesh lampshades. 

Sadists with the vulnerable a recipe for disaster; our place in the ghetto. 

* 

Tough on Druids 

Gurkhas enforcing entry into Stonehenge, a family ticket, £60.60. 

English Heritage story… ‘There is nothing in your shopping cart’ 

Changing on the inside, so simple, less distractions of the mind ~ 

‘Basically, want to hook us up to the cloud, 10,000% surveillance!’ 

‘The Universe will provide’. “The Universe won’t give you anything!” 

“I went out to work!” You Command It! Burned my stash! Not one Rupee! 

He’s waiting for his good karma to appear. We’ve interviewed a few burglars. 

‘The virus is real; the pandemic is a hoax’ Live-field-Psyop-SIMEX-simulation. 

Decisions at the top being made by supercomputers, plugged in their parameters. 

AI-algorithms look at it dispassionately, psychopathically, with no human feeling ~ 

Establishment, paedophile princes, white coats with clipboards are the authority  

Are the Royals above the law? Who sold slaves, who made Wars over centuries? 
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Teach Them a Lesson 

KISS ~ ‘Keep it simple stupid!’ 

“If you go to prison it’s fine to make friends but just don’t bring them home!” 

‘Answer some easy questions to tell us more about yourself’ 

Evil collusion for the submission of digitally cloned Slaves. 

Unsubscribe or change the frequency of your subscriptions. 

‘There’s nothing better than bringing music to people’ 

I love women like this, they don’t give a fuck! 

There’s no one like her, she’s true to her senses. 

“I wanna be with my girlfriend not going to war!” 

Broken red roses, prostrate, deferent, yielding ~ 

Obey, Fear, Control; who wants to Love forever? 

Capitulation, hands up, bow down, bend over! 

“YOU BELONG to ME” 

* 

‘Live Free or Die’ 

‘The only way out of your homes is to accept their vaccines, they say’ 

‘Aligned with her true self, murdered by hanging the day she gave birth! 

‘La Mulatresse Solitude’ helped lead a slave revolt when 8 months pregnant. 

Hung after she gave birth, so the baby became the property of the slave owner. 

In Guadeloupe, sacrificed her life to defend the ideals of Freedom and Equality’. 

A Congolese man stares at the severed hand and foot of his 5-year-old daughter! 

It was punishment for not collecting enough rubber for Belgian King Leopold II. 

Now people are complaining because a statue of this Tyrant King is dismantled. 

During his absolute rule of the Congo 10-15 million Africans died from genocide. 

It was the first use of the term, ‘Crime Against Humanity’ certainly not the last ~ 
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VR-AI 

‘Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness 

(of anything) that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, 

or that is in the water under the earth’ 

* 

Experiments Inside Verboten Chambers 

Scaling up the process, Industrial killing! 

A Slave Labour System, mobile gas vans. 

Shot them in cold blood to the last person. 

How many mothers sat sewing yellow stars  

onto their children’s jackets? Horribly familiar. 

Local citizens said they didn’t know of any exterminations! 

A King said the survival of western civilisation was at stake. 

What happened to my family, left them on the platform… 

Burned in the dump. This is not war but brutal murder. 

Human fertiliser was spread over the cabbage fields ~ 

Forced onto death marches. Achtung, Keep walking! 

Rise up, resist, death is the escape from such cruelty! 

How could such atrocity, barbarity exist within Humanity? 

They never faced Justice, new levels of savagery, no mercy! 

Never Again, NEVER. 

* 

Rearrangement from WORLD WAR II in Colour. 
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PRO-PLUTONIUM BOMBING 

Not allowed a seat at the Peace table ~ 

70,000 people killed in less than a second!  

Deadly shockwaves, vapourised, incinerated! 

141lbs. of enriched uranium fell on Hiroshima! 

US already completely destroyed Tokyo by fire! 

‘Their Divine Emperor was a manufactured myth’ 

‘Turn against the war, turn against the Emperor’ 

144 planes, 67 tons each. What a total madness! 

Death spreading faster than people could run ~ 

* 

Seven Mile High Mushroom Cloud 

Align yourself spiritually and whatever they do 

it won’t break my truth. People made to OBEY! 

Kamikaze didn’t want to die from their suicide notes! 

150,000 civilians murdered, more than in the armies. 

Facing the Imperial Palace in Silence ~ a deep breath! 

Sacrifice and fight, to the last death ~ 

Training them with bamboo sticks. 

Sword practicing for beheadings! 

* 

Have some Bubonic Plague 

The Rules of War have been suspended, deleted, obliterated! 

Feeling superior, desensitised, treating human life with disdain. 

‘If you speak up, your next meeting could be with an Assassin’. 
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Level 4 Generation War, Simulation is going Live, this will keep us all safe! 

‘Our hearts’ bio-energetic fields need 2 metres. to connect to each other’. 

Kept it as realistic as possible. ‘If the police are feeling a bit short  

they’ll march you off to the ATM machine’ He’s a bit mouthy ~  

realised we’d been duped. People are allowed to die, crashed our 

economies. Incalculable collateral damage for a Global exercise. 

All the World’s Governing bodies in on this $cam put upon us. 

WHO’s behind it with Event 201 and the UN’s Agenda 2030! 

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is the main $pon$or. 

Societal Isolation: No human or natural contact, 2mts. apart! 

We’re living in a new digitalised Panopticon of surveillance. 

We’ve been willing accomplices, before they shoot you all! 

Living inside a Psyop Hologram, the sky is a blue screen. 

“The monitor opens up and spaceships come flying out ~ 

Tweak, tweak, it’s not real they’re trying to freak us out. 

Common threads integrating One World Governments. 

Inventing very scary episodes from the outside, Aliens! 

Takes a Planetary pandemic for a farcical practice run. 

AI’s collecting, deleting, storing, marketing all our data. 

Programs through cryptocurrencies, viruses, lockdowns, 

the abnegation of all our human rights; life’s expendable! 

They already believe in Father Christmas, disempowering 

the human race, people, and all-natural bio-associations ~ 

Free, allowing my own voice or killed for speaking my truth. 

AI-unconscious, people suppressed, there are No Emotions! 

Living being has feelings, essence floating in nectar, ethereal ~ 
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“I ain’t a criminal!” 

With a Gun to Your Head! 

‘I just want to live my life ~ 

FUCK THEY’VE HIJACKED OUR LIVES 

They’d rob you for your facial piercings! 

“I’ll go wherever I can, where it’s sunny”  

What parameters are they loading in us? 

Testing: this virus hasn’t killed enough! 

Stem cell hamburgers grown in a lab! 

My ex is working in a missile factory…  

‘They can’t change us for a robot, Baba’ 

Personally, I like to listen to everyone ~ 

Whatever happened to human’s rights? 

Not participating in any dictatorships 

* 

Wait And See 

No Fun if it’s Pissing Down. 

Eventually they’ll find a foreign guy then Boomsi! 

Fake News: Don’t believe anything! It’s all a hoax. 

The prices of funerals in the UK have gone up 20%. 

Anger can be a worthwhile emotion she said. 

“I’d sooner live with no anger in my life” 

And at least we don’t live in a hovel. 

Have you seen the syringe? 

“He’s lookin’ better!” 
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Exercise Facilitator 

There’s a lot of animals that live cooperatively. 

‘We’re All Part of Human * Mother Nature ~ 

Clean up the 3rd dimensional space! 

‘I Survived the SimEX Event 201’ 

“I went there to learn empathy” 

* D H A M M A * 

* 

Transkei Magic  

“In case of an emergency and the oxygen mask drops, 

take off your coronavirus mask first!” Covid-109 is Fear! 

Manufacturing, manipulating our emotional responses ~ 

Contact tracing, facial recognition, biometrics, domesticated. 

They believed someone else rather than thinking for themselves. 

Held up for ransom by a man in a white uniform with a Thermal gun! 

Three young black guys hanging from trees recently, self-suicided! 

* 

Mr Tweety 

He likes his fenny, ketamine and acid trip! 

They’re wingin’ it with extra-terrestrial flu ~ 

‘The Universe, I guess you see amazing things, 

but there’s a lot of amazing things on Earth!’ 

My fridge is full of THC. chocolates, all legal, 

waiting for me to return on my evacuation flight. 

“They’re all on the cocaine, right old narcissists!” 

They want a race war between children of God
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Mao to Dao * Now 

Taking down the scenery ~ 

That’s no normal chicken leg! 

Coronavirus in the land of the Free 

Localised Lockdowns! ‘This show’s not over!’ 

Very serendipity, no such thing as coincidence. 

'They’re trying to fuck up people’s happiness’ 

Marshalling populations on a massive scale… 

“Do you remember when you were complaining  

about jackfruit and immunity passports to travel?” 

All the couples dancing together. 

Radha and Krishna in delight 

* 

It’s not hard to make sushi. 

Nanoparticles in air, we’re already remotely controlled. 

Created a simulation in totality in the human brain. 

Fully stored on AI clouds in the everchanging sky ~ 

AI computers are controlling it, we’re all connected.  

Data from your neocortex transmitted to their Matrix. 

Welcome to your indistinguishable from You, Avatar. 

Access to the frequencies in your head, flexible or rigid? 

Implanting thoughts, embedded concepts, deleting files. 

You believe you’re choosing but actually following orders. 

‘You may remove your mask only when sitting at the table’ 

Completely compartmentalised, only the few need to know. 

We are the ones being tested on, YOU & ME! 
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Team 8 Infiltration-‘Predpol Crime Control’ Policy  

Welcome to our new Quantum World, mapping your vital parts! 

What do you know of Unit 8200, IDF. Cybereason, Carbyne 911,  

Vocalis ‘Health’, Nuance-Epic; Apiject Systems, dedicated to making  

injectable medicines available for everyone, safe, high speed, high volume! 

Diagnostic Robotics, In-Q-Tel, DARPA, Moderna mandating vaccines! 

Enobio - personal brain therapy research, monitoring, neuroelectric EEG. 

Profusa - bio-integrated sensors, become one with the body, detecting data. 

Google, Verily Life Sciences, Alphabets Inc’s research organization launched 

Project Baseline, responsible for coronavirus screening and the testing website. 

SUNC, Start-Up Nation Central seeding top hi-tech jobs to Israel managed by 

elite military intelligence and controlling, accelerating their position in the US. 

The Bridge, BridgeGuard, Intel, facebook, Palantir, synergistic, mutual power… 

Enforcing Technocratic law, which is dystopian? Not helping You! But then who? 

Health is a smokescreen to the construction of an oligarchic, psychopathic matrix  

Microsoft managing the Pentagon’s cloud and elections by DOD ElectionGuard. 

Be a top Cyber power influencing political collaboration against Israel’s enemies 

* 

Peace is Happiness 

Cosmic Simulation, have a great quantum day ~ 

When your dreams come true, the Right feeling. 

“We’re free!” “We’re not free at all!” 

You got to be on your toes. 

A trip into the unknown ~ 

Your psyche*consciousness. 

Lovely you’ve been missed. 
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TERROR’S TRUTH SERUM 

I’m going to see the dance of the faeries in Midsummer night’s dream ~ 

All we need is Love * All we need is to Share love! You can give it all and if  

it doesn't come back as often happens in life you're left empty or you just give  

from an open heart and let the inspiration carry you into your true nature ~ 

where you are beyond expectation and are free to be ~ whatever happens. 

Expanding your consciousness of everything ~ “Who are these spies?” 

“We just wanna get access to your brain to control all of it mate” 

Pharmaceutical phantasmagoria, driving your uber psyche ~ 

Cosmic laughter, spray a city with the right sort of chemicals. 

Helps you see your predicament, Intensifying your 6th sense 

* 

Bless up Yourself 

‘Artemisia, I’ve used herbs all my life ~ 

My mother never gave me pharmaceuticals’. 

“I know everything can be healed from Nature” 

Humanity unite as one mind, one consciousness. 

A stargate is opening up, who’s up for it! 

‘Wisdom is better than silver or gold’ 

Back at yu, but yes this is my truth. 

I do not consent; their time is up. 

It’s about being real and a vibe ~ 

Sharing this love and only love. 

Delete fear, Love is all there is. 

We’re celebrating our beings. 

Keepin’ it movin’ groovin’ 
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‘mukti can mean freedom, discharging, abandoning, release, hurling, 

shooting (a weapon or anything from one's hand or bow), redemption,  

liberation, deliverance and so on. Generally, it connotes freedom  

from some constrained condition’. Google 

* 

Designed and Executed by WTF WHO? 

‘You know what’s happenin’ and you don’t want it to happen for you ~  

so why are you allowing it for others?’ I DO NOT CONSENT TO THIS! 

Brainwashing hosted by Bill and Melinda Gates’ Foundation, say no more! 

Subjugated to a SimEx global drill. Who conned us into live field disasters? 

Who funded Rent a Mad Mob? Fake News, crisis actors to manipulate us... 

To make us believe we’re really being invaded, my granny’s being murdered! 

Don’t forget just a global, pretend exercise taking away all our human rights! 

New World Order or whatever you want to call neocon Tyrannical dictatorship 

When are we going to let the children back to school in their isolated spaces ~ 

Shall we play a simulation on how to destroy the Planet in a month, legally? 

Would Big Pharma and eugenicists be interested in reducing the population? 

Follow the money, they’re in the business of controlling the whole life agenda. 

I am born a free being on this Earth, You subject me to your laws, authorities. 

I respect my brothers and sisters’ right to organize their lives for the good of all 

but when oligarchic governments deny us as God’s children of Nature’s birth  

our human rights; as in the Magna Carta, American constitution, UN charter, 

we have the right to defend our sovereignty against the diktats of any cabal.  

Governments are our public servants until they become despots enslaving us! 

‘A patent was filed in March 2020 for nanoparticles vaccines, which are  

intended to allow 5 G to trace the vaccinated individuals’ 
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Amazon here I come! 

Refeeding our personalities into a scanner app. 

You can travel to other simulations, constellations. 

They want to recreate our reality and our idreams ~ 

What would you like us to download from the cloud? 

And we’ll upload your consciousness, essence, soul. 

Are you stimulated, simulated, assimilated to the vibe? 

Driven crazy hearing sounds in my head, hallucinations. 

People were being experimented on without their knowledge. 

What this Technology allows; they’ve annexed the West Bank! 

The attachments to all the wrong things, the decisions we make. 

They’re going to impose it on us, full mandatory vaccinations! 

Taking away my power, right to choose, my own Freedom ~ 

Who sanctioned that and who’s letting ‘em get away with it? 

‘If you’re not outraged, you’re not paying attention’ 

~ 

Hanoi Transfusion, killing them in illegal Wars, which one?  

Everyone! I’d rather take 500 mikes and enjoy a summer of Love. 

Am I paranoid, freaking out, where am I? The Head’s Trip tent ~ 

Locked up the most dangerous man in America for wanting Peace! 

While the real villains, the insane are the ones committing genocide. 

Who ordered the secret bombing of Cambodia, were never prosecuted! 

After 50 years they’re still continuing with their psychopathic actions, 

while he got a draconian sentence of 5 years for 2 joints, from the Judge! 

Let’s have a hippie invasion, anti-war, ‘all we need is Love, love is all ~  

‘Turn on, tune in, drop out’ let the good times of humanity, Earth roll  
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Stop behaving like Parrots 

Words, speech, ideas, molding our thinking, action. 

Who is manipulating our conception of reality now? 

Programmed since birth, collective consciousness, TV. 

Affecting our psychology, emotions, dreams at the BBC 

By God they want to manipulate the whole of humanity. 

Treating us as digital sheep closing our 5th chakra of voice. 

Exploring our emotional, mental relationships to the world. 

They’ve now commanded us all to wear a muzzle in the house. 

Lockdown, social distance, stay alert, for the good of all deception. 

They are controllers we are made to obey or suffer the consequences. 

I am a sovereign human being and you are an illegal totalitarisatanist!  

Be submissive to authority, decree, I thought we lived in a democracy? 

Fulfilling my promise to the cycles of the Universe, you’re playing God! 

Your Big data wants to get its algorithmic paws on every cell of mankind  

* 

PEACE & LOVE at the GROOVY BONG HOUSE 

‘The hippies are here’ ‘Namaskar’, moving freely with smiles ~ 

Let’s all go to the Mustang, Eden Hash centre on Freak Street… 

The dark side of the moon, taking a walk on the wild side of Jhonche. 

Inspiration of music, travelling, their generation experiencing freedom! 

Getting high, coming home, fighting against the insane war in Viet Nam! 

Conscientious Objectors resist hegemonic, demonics in the White house. 

A time of spiritual revelation, human revolution ~ what have we got today? 

Pernicious political control and manipulation! We made LOVE Not WAR. 

Light has illuminated the darkness, there is no going back now we know ~ 
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Disobedient System * Dissociated Nuance 

Let it all go with unconditional, blessed love ~ 

The best you can do in this absolute simulation. 

Being resurrected consciousness inside a multiverse. 

Kept all your vibrational frequencies, Akashi records. 

Following your own path of freewill if anything exists ~ 

Fuck the Virus and those who promote it! AI has no heart. 

Preprogramed from other dimensions or dreaming within existence. 

Your own Self-awareness, freewill observation, free choice in pure nature ~ 

UN Covert agenda, manipulating all the forces to control the global population! 

They’ve become megalomaniac fanatics believing they’re the chosen psychos! 

Detached from humanity, cold hearted; let the Universe take you by the hand  

and guide you towards the Sun and rest your self-grandeur in a field of flowers. 

~ 

It’s just a complex machine, inner engineering, hologram. 

Greenlit ~ how long do we have left of existence on Earth? 

Is it all a delusion, illusion, hypnotic Maya, Nataraja’s dancing? 

Environmental adaptation designed by your karma in a 3d waveband. 

How many toxins can Mother Earth’s and your immune system absorb? 

Creating pure energy, it’s in the interpretation of life, within a human mind? 

Be real not psychological, intellectual, scientific, based on mind’s information. 

Whatever is our intention, conception, projection, your perception will manifest. 

Believing the computational, everything is nothing but code and encryption keys  

Tech-madness, a virus isn’t alive but protein ready to exist when it enters a cell.  

Wants to control the future, our free will put in state of oligarchic quantum stasis 

Full of contradictions, confusion, lies, deceptions, irrational behaviors. Why? 
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Ask Sadhguru 

Paradigms * shifting your divine beingness ~ 

We’re all living in the same body-mind boat… 

Some of the side-effects are definitely not worth it. 

“Yeah! I murdered someone! Now let me sleep!”  

Tortured, confessions, blue pilled out of the cloud. 

‘Unsustainable life when it’s time to exit the body ~ 

do you realise the essential nature within you, us? 

Experiential not intellectual, the mind, ego-thought, 

perceiving only duality, wants to cling on forever,  

in Maya, psychological dramas, but life doesn’t  

want to stay bound in the physical but will let go  

and flow again in infinite Universal Consciousness. 

It’s not VR-AI algorithms, metadata telling you adieu. 

Mortality’s a fundamental reality of existence, be aware,  

gracefully, realising, accepting every moment consciously ~ 

We’re mortal we will die, no such thing as life or death, be now. 

Do you want to be a victim of Pharma-technology extending you? 

Life & death is a continuum ~ Inhalation * exhalation, each instant’ 
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How come we never met? 

We are all part of Nature, Earth, not Palantir’s quantum computer platform. 

Her mesmerising eyes will leave you swooning, full attraction, wants, desires ~ 

I Am, Am I? I don’t know what I’m doing here. Each one’s spell is different. 

Freedom ~ ‘Why do you want to hold on to all your memories?’ 

Drop out, tuning wavebands, turning on to other frequencies ~ 

Life’s open space enjoy a beautiful day, smoking ganga freely. 

In search of our enlightenment, dreams, down the old silk road. 

Throwing off post-war conformity to discover our spiritual vitality. 

America’s public enemy numero 1 is smoking pot not psycho-monsters 

as Nixon, Kissinger whose acts of genocide murdered innocent millions. 

Their world-wide oppression, death and destruction, or tripping in peace? 

Mafiosi irony, now they are dealing it, this medicine from mother nature! 

“On as la liberté, l’amour!” Hippies in Eden, Jonche; ‘Bom Bholenath ~ 

Triggering their imagination, the exotic, to escaping their slave identity. 

Getting as high as you can in Shangri-La’s supernatural Himalayas 

* 

Healing is Feeling 

gratitude and grace ~ 

a lovely smile lights up your face 

that shows you your heart is full of life ~ 

each moment is new to share and embrace 

be that amazing person you are 

shining as a Cosmic star 
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They broke my heart!  

‘There was clear evidence of the President’s dementia, kept a top secret!’ 

They probably got houses on Mars, he’s sold off all his on Earth! Why? 

Nine orphaned hedgehogs, their mother killed in a lawnmower accident. 

Happy hanging out on Freak street with smiling hippie travellers! 

“Heal yourself with love and remember you are the medicine” 

She’s a gorgeous, super honey Rocket in Space’s infinite frontier! 

* 

That’s a beautiful chair ~ we serve each other 

Suddenly Boom and it was the Swedish girl, such a super beautiful spirit! 

Mine loved it, she let us do it, no problem, came from a true hippie family. 

They are moronic, vile police misbehaviour at the Battle of the Beanfields! 

A Priest performs socially distanced baptism on baby using a water pistol! 

As long as you’ve got enough Kudos, going beyond Apocalyptic! 

“We’re all swimming in other people’s piss sweetheart” 

From out of the ocean jumped a baby orca ~ 

only the pussy cat came to play… 

* 

Stroking Red Jaguars at Crystal Springs 

I’ve done all my sheared sheep counting Baba… 

Don’t think lots gonna change in a trouble bubble! 

Please take me around the place one more time ~ 

I’d like to be able to make a different ending ~ 

A lost turtle turned up at our house. 
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More Bloodsuckers 

The Neocons’ psychopaths, Isis and the Satanists are in the house! 

The Zionists are here! The Wahhabis are here! The Jesuits are here! 

Hell, the gestapo are here! Best antidote, Love’s conscious frequency ~ 

You can break my heart a million times I won’t bow to your darkness! 

The Government is encouraging people to inform on their neighbours. 

It destroys any trust that existed in the social fabric of society! So why? 

* 

California Sunshine * Extraordinary Rendition 

On this date 50 years ago. September 12 1970. (California History) 

Dr. Timothy Leary, a former Harvard University professor and advocate of recreational drug use, 

escaped from the California Men's Colony West, near San Luis Obispo, where he had been serving  

a prison sentence for possession of marijuana. Having gotten a job in the prison yard as a gardener,  

Leary climbed over the wall of the minimum-security institution along a telephone wire, then  

located a pickup truck that had been parked nearby by the Weather Underground radical group.  

The group then smuggled Leary and his wife to Algeria. He would remain a fugitive for more than  

two years, until being arrested in Afghanistan and brought back to the U.S. on January 18, 1973. 

* 

We have inalienable rights!  

Whatever happened to the opposition, Political, religious, scientific, social, academic, economic,  

legal, journalistic, artistic, anarchistic, philosophical medical, educational, poetic, metaphysical, 

parents, ravers, rock and rollers, nerds even the narcissistic, wherever you are in society/reality,  

whatever happened to people with spirit coming out and saying this isn't believable is it, a scam?. 
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EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLINGS, ARBITARY EXECUTIONS AND FORCED DISAPPEARANCE 

Such Hypocrites, the UK Government bent over backwards to find a way to let General Pinochet escape  

from extradition during 'Labour's T. Blair' catastrophic reign. Pinochet was Chile's tyrannical dictator of 

the worst kind, a devil committing unspeakable crimes against humanity and well proven, documented.  

(He was established in a coup and supported by the US Government of Nixon and Kissinger). He was  

housed in luxury and had Margaret Thatcher licking his arse on behalf of National Interest. That  

same national interest now condemns a man who exposed more crimes against humanity (us) by  

continuous US. Governments. They are now licking Trump's and his demons' asses to gain their  

$$$ favour. It is so pathetic and corrupt yet we the people allow it to happen under the guise of  

a 'justice system' not fit for purpose or for that matter a democracy that imprisons a brave man  

for exposing the truth of psychopathic mercenary warmongers on the rampage let loose! 

* 

Oscar Wilde staring at the stars 

‘Give a man a mask and he will show you his true face’ ~ 

Unmask what’s behind? Propping up psychopathic Zombies! 

in black light responsive fish ~ I don’t like seeing people so self-destructive! 

‘Google microsoft2020060606 they want to put a digital tattoo  

on us with an ink called Lucieferase. This is the same ink they put 

Facebook to clamp down on DJ livestreaming ~ a maximum of 6 people together. 

Eyes, Silicon tits, silicon brain, silicon heart, Silicon Valley between your silky legs. 

What do you want to be free to see, feel, perceive, respond to in your natural spirit ~ 

Who tells you how to be*have, how to love, how to be liberated from Maya’s illusions? 

Who has that absolute power over you, are you a Robot or a real divine human being? 
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Primordial collision of two black holes! 

‘Crime against humanity Also found in: Dictionary, Medical, Wikipedia. 

crime against humanity conduct the scale and depravity of which attracts international sanction, as 

well as often being a crime in national laws. The Statute of the INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL 

COURT provides for several crimes against humanity and they have in common the theme that  

the conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian  

population and the perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part 

 of a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population. The crimes are: Crime against  

humanity of murder; Crime against humanity of extermination; Crime against humanity of  

enslavement; Crime against humanity of deportation or forcible transfer of population; Crime  

against humanity of imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty; Crime against  

humanity of torture; Crime against humanity of rape or sexual slavery; Crime against humanity  

of enforced prostitution; Crime against humanity of forced pregnancy; Crime against humanity  

of enforced sterilization; Crime against humanity of sexual violence; Crime against humanity of  

persecution; Crime against humanity of enforced disappearance of persons; Crime against humanity  

of apartheid; and a final miscellaneous category, Crime against humanity of other inhumane acts.  

Crime against humanity of persecution against any identifiable group or collectively on political,  

racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender or other grounds that are universally recognized  

as impermissible under international law. The distinction between crimes against humanity and  

war crimes is retained in the Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC). 

Enjoy a dreamy day 
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Extraordinary-Rendition * Amnesty International blocked from monitoring Assange’s trial! Unbelievable! 

Ebru Timtik, 42, died in prison in Istanbul (27 08.20) after 238 day hunger strike asking for a ‘fair trial’. 

Here is a case as so many today of injustice and suffering and also of the amazing courage of true 'people' 

to stand up and die for their beliefs in human rights. The Declaration of human rights written by the UN 

in 1948 is easily available online enshrining our rights. They are worthless if not enforced, lived by and 

supported by the institutions that declared them. These institutions are also worthless as seen by what 

is happening to our human rights today. (Of course, racism is an injustice on those who suffer its cruel  

horrors and in a more spiritual way even on those who perpetrate it). Racism is one head of the snake  

of evil BUT also as we are becoming so well aware that racism is supported by the powers at the top. 

Just as slavery was, whereby it was illegal to help a slave escape even to teach them to learn to read  

or write. These Fears are to divide us, exploit us and maintain control/power over people. Where are 

our basic human rights in any of these protests happening in the world today? Where are the Rights  

of Julian Assange who has been cast into a solitary dungeon in what one considers a 'civilised society  

of justice. Yet he has been treated by those with No Humanity, extremely prejudicial and political  

expediency, who in fact are supporting the lies and acts of terror (check out WikiLeaks’ files) that  

Julian Assange has risked his life to alert us to. (His defence says that he is not being allowed the  

facilities to defend himself, independent & UN inspectors have accused his jailers at HMS prison with 

inflicting a programme of psychological torture on him) Same with all the other truthtellers for exposing  

governmental, corporate, military, intelligence criminals committing ‘illegal’ wars, barbaric acts against  

innocent civilians as is happening all over the world right now. And these 'politicians-leaders' are never  

prosecuted. Where is the world of humans, of ALL races now fighting to FREE Julian Assange whose  

extradition show trial at this Kangaroo court in London will resume again in 3 days on 7.8 2020? 
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Keep it simply lovely 

We all want the best of life for us, our children and others who live on Planet Earth and with all other  

of nature's life forms. This seems like basic humanity yet when put under stress these opportunities  

are made so often to be fought over engaging life's instinct to survive! It is well known throughout  

history, and nothing has changed but has got worse in the 21st century. Who would believe it but, 

unfortunately, here we are! Time to realise what's happening to each one of us by external forces! 

To demand our sovereign rights of justice and to make these corrupt criminals and their pathetic, 

sociopathic puppets accountable to the law and Justice. 

* 

“Dreams are not superstitions” It isn’t is it ~ here now 

Amor-Wizard of Luz, brilliantly psy-trancing at Shiva Valley ~ 

Thought it was a buzzing bee ~ sound of a distant lawn mower. 

I don’t believe in masks, bad luck or hell. We’re all Palestinians now!’ 

You should be able to be a bleating, little lamb without feeling ~ 

that you’re going to be slaughtered or devoured by the big bad wolf init! 

How, why, who are the Aggressive force, and what provoked this mind?  

We are all enlightened, experiencing enlightenment, few realise it ~ 

Cock a doodle do ~ which came first, the sperm or the egg? 

‘What goin’ on inside your mind?’ Lemongrass 
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Sharing Is Caring ~ You Know what I mean? ‘We are trying to portray the light when we are the light!’ 

Regardless of all this new shiny, mesmerising High Technology, Quantum computers, bitcoin mining, Wi-Fi, 

Palantir platforms, super intelligent robots, aka Sophia, VR-AI, algorithms running the hyper-reality, matrix, 

simulations, social streaming harvesting all your metadata and giving you a social credit profile-identity ~ 

It is in essence only an amazing chimera, unreal. What is real? We are real in relationship to Universal Nature. 

Nature-nurturing everything else existing on Earth, in the Cosmic fractal reflecting your hologram within mine. 

 

If you have been force-fed, brainwashed, educated to believe only the mainstream patterns of MATERIALISM 

as the basic ‘philosophy’ of survival in the world as is predominantly projected into our conditioning, perceptions, 

then we are prisoners of those values which are determined by those in power, certainly in the western cultures. 

These ideas have allowed in modern times for Global Empires exploiting everything, enslavement to genocide! 

 

However, if we take a more metaphysical, spiritual view of non-materialism, beyond objects, manifestation of Power 

over others who are necessarily deemed to be inferior even when done with instruments of murder and inhumanity 

this psychology is developed and enhanced in this Limited MIND paradigm and in our behaviour for material gain 

even when it’s done in the name of someone’s God. So many acts of Terror have been done, committed by religion. 

Whoever are the global masters at that time through the dictates of war and military conquest, they escape justice! 

 

Today we are engaged, oppressed by a new psychological warfare based on the propaganda and informational  

channelling regarding the ‘Kovidian plandemic’ The use of language, visuals, social media through the internet, 

fake news, communications, is cleverly designed to manipulate populations into accepting compliance. Either ~ 

through masks, social distancing, and the separating of people into opposing sides of acceptance or resistance to 

their Agenda. This mind control is weaponised to gain the outcome of the elites with their martial laws in force. 

If you believe in something beyond solely Ego, materialist objectives in Life that is, ‘Spirituality’ then this ‘Object- 

Reality’ is at a lower level compared to our human potential for transcendence to the higher levels of Consciousness~ 

Described through history in all works of wisdom, its Source being Conscious energetic life-streams in this dimension. 
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‘While speaking learned words, you are mourning for what is not worthy of grief.  

Those who are wise lament neither for the living nor for the dead. Never was there a time  

when I did not exist, nor you, nor all these kings, nor in the future shall any of us cease to be’.  

This body (computer-machine) is born and is destined to be vanquished today or tomorrow ~’ 

The body is not as important as the essential human-Conscious Spirit. (Bhagavad Gita 2.11). 

 

Do you believe in the Unconditional love of intuition, empathy, unselfishness, peace, and human feelings 

beyond your own selfish wants and cravings, your ego’s rejections and aversions, which are your Mind’s  

constructs reacting from your subconscious and there allowed to grow into whatever it is one is envisioning, 

do you want to believe in holistic nature, beauty, freedom, compassion, LOVE, EQUALITY, TRUTH ~? 

Then with these intentions we can tune in, resonate and transmit these higher frequencies of Inner SPIRIT. 

Do you appreciate the wonder of a Sunflower or do you want to pick it for your own gratification, killing it? 

Does your mind understand only to destroy continental forests essential to the planet for material profiteers? 

Do you realise that humanity has wiped out 60% of animal populations, becoming extinct in the last 50 years?  

Obviously, you do not even care because you are a Sociopath, your mind has the minimum of human feelings ~ 

You are unfortunately not a human being in that small percent of Psychopathic, narcissists who need to dominate! 

In this denser waveband you try to force us to have your tattoo-chip, the mark of the Beast because it has no spirit. 

IT IS UNCONSCIOUS, Machine integration, inanimate, soulless, deceitful, traitorous, schizophrenic, paranoid. 

Yet you demand that we OBEY your demonic, inhuman, unsympathetic commands! Look at the world of today! 

Here is the choice, positive negative, darkness light, humanity-inhumanity, war peace, love hate, truth untruth ~ 

Mandatory vaccine for an unproven virus or freedom for your children to grow up naturally. Which do you want? 

Which totalitarian despot, tinpot has any right to command you to do anything as a child of the divine? 
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Like all life on Earth you have an intrinsic right to be here and to live by natural law – Dhamma. 

You are not here to be a subject of their coercion, mental hypnotism, temptation, marketing, distraction, 

bling and glittering trinkets, false mirrors for the chiefs to sell their lands for beads and become enslaved! 

This is a pattern of invasion and conquest that existed millennium before and refined by the MIC today. 

Where has the wealth of the Planet been squandered, stolen, destroyed, misappropriated by these entities? 

Now they want to link our brains to artificial-code, intelligence, so that they can control us all remotely! 

And at the same time destroy more of the planet, exploit more natural resources for their global business! 

Is this what you want as obviously it is clear to see the war and mass devastation their policies have made? 

 

Silicon Valley DARPA, CIA Start-ups generated to command the future, investing in robots not Humans! 

Who does that make any sense to, what will be the opportunities for our children to live in isolated poverty, 

not to kiss their lover, to have no bioenergetic contact through the heart with one another, is that your choice? 

These are the visions of the low vibrational beings, only materialistic, no comprehension of human feelings ~ 

which are essential fields of consciousness, they want to put us in a dystopian paradigm of clones, androids,  

a Police state of predictive policing by algorithms, they want to enter to your inner core and steal your soul. 

 

This is a psychological war, a psyop as many before, Operation Paperclip, MK Ultra, to Warp speed today. 

To get us all nano injected, infected with a virus that nobody wanted until they released their bioweaponary! 

These beings exist in the swamp with their digital simulations, their surveillance systems, their Killer drones! 

We are now in a metaphysical war of duality, the Spiritual against these living dead, Nazis with no heart! 

Let the 1000 petalled Lotus blossom out of the ignorance of slime, let our crystal hologram shine as the Sun 
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A High Spiritual Path ~ The Art of Living 

Purifying my mind & material tension will go.  

Relief of stresses from egoism, it gets dissolved ~ 

We are what we think, no blind belief, no cult worship.  

Just a pure science of mind and body, how they interact. 

Observation of the interaction deep within, seeing, 

realising how the tensions get built up & dissolve ~ 

THE HABIT OF BLIND REACTION at the 

DEEP UNCONSCIOUS LEVEL of MIND. 

One is a SLAVE to one’s Behavioral Patterns. 

Craving and clinging to something pleasant ~ 

Aversion and hatred to something unpleasant! 

Practice, be Liberated from interactions of the ‘I’ 

Lose the balance of Mind and become miserable 

inside, and distribute it to others, not a good way 

of Life. Practice Dhamma for Peace & equilibrium. 

Generate Peace and Harmony for others ~ ‘Metta’ 

Being converted from miserable to happiness ~ 

from ignorance to enlightenment 

from bondage to Liberation ~ 

Live a free, healthy, happy life. 

* 

(Vipassana meditation, by S. N. Goenka) 

https://www.dhamma.org/en-US/index 
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 
 

Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970. 

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~ 

London, Amsterdam, Paris, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~ 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self- 

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art, 

meditation, Love and life in general Sunny started to open up to a multi- 

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, “Turn on, tune in, drop out” 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature ~ 

empathy * energy & Space. 

~ 

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 50 books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World, and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past twenty years 

in Goa ~ India inspired by the freedom to experience our planet Earth  

and the inspirational idealism of human consciousness. 

~ 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun 
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